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CHAPT~-I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

In contemporary society ho~sing is explicitly 

accepted as a basic need and a £undamental necessity of 

life. There appears to be consensus on the fact, that 

housing constitutes ru1 important element of the total 

environment in which an Individual ~rtures, grows m1d 

matures to realise the full m~asure of his potential. 

There£ore, it stanjs to reason that the nature of housing 

can i:nr.'lensely influence the bearing and personal! ty of 

an individual either in a positive or a negative direction. 

Apart :from its imp:.tct on the development of an 

individual, housing plays a (multiple role in creating 

or retarding a employment, in maintaining health and social 

stability and in pres~rving the values o£ a decent life' 

( Ahrams 1964) 1 ~ Vlhether it be in rural areas or in urban 

centers. T~us, the quality of housing has usually been regar

ded as the phenomenon associated with the process of deve

lopment. 

1. Abrams C.(l964).;Hodsing in the modern '1.-JOrld; London. 
Faber a'1.d Faber. 



The concept of quality of housing inc:_udes various 

aspects. Thus, in order to identify the concept clearly, 

some definitions of housing given by various expert committee 

have been classified below. 

1. According to the 'Expert Committee on the public 

health, ~spects of housing', ~l.H.o. 2 , 1hO'.JSi.."1g is 

the residential environment, neighbourhood or the 

physical structure that ~~aind uses for shelter, 

and the envirors of that structure, inc:uding all 

2. 

necessary services, facilities, equipment and 

devices needed for the physical health and social 

well being of the family and individual'. 

~An ad-hoc 3 Expert Group convened in 1962 by the 

~':'cretary General at the request of the .:.:.:co:r~omic and 

Social C8uncil ~ted the concept of housing. According 

to them 1 ho•.1sing is not 1 shelter' or 'household 

fa~ilities' alone, but comprises a number of faci

lities, services and utilities which l:ink the 

individual and his family to the community and the 

community to the region in which it gro\'IS and pro~ 

2. Technical r,eport series No. 225, 1961. 

3. Report of the Ad-hoc Group of experts on ho;J.sing S; urbcn 
development, U.i'J.O. 1962. 

) 



3. In 1970 , another Adhoc expert Group on social 

prcgram:ning of housing4 in urban areas co:1cluded that, 

in the fulfilment of social needs, housing plays both 

a dir<2ct and indirect role and both roles are decisive. 

In its direct role housing serves as the area v1here the 

individual becomes capable of experiencing community 

and privacy, social -well being and shelter protection 

against hostile physical forces and disturbances. In 

its indirect role housing serves as the area \'I' here 

an abundant supply of social relc.tionship and services 

are accessible, such places for social intercourse, 

education recre2tion, sports, social \·Jelfare, health 

protecting services shoppi..r1g a..'1,d trc:n:::porta'.~ion. 

From all these above mentioned d~finitions, the impor-

ta..."l.ce of housing can be easily unders :.ood. There fore, adequate 

housing is must for the physical, ~ental and social develop

ment of human beings. It has been remari<:ed that a civilisation 

can be judged, at least to some extent, by the minimum hou.sing 

conditions. 

But inspite of the progress in induztry, technology, 

education, housing has remained as a great problem for the 

whole '"orld. Inadequate lo\IJ quality of housing appears to be 

a world wide phenomenon, specially in the developin:;j co:<.ntries. 

~ ' 4. Social Programming of housing in urban nr'•-'c:tS U.N.o. 1976. 



(Of the fundamental needs of food, clothing, health, & 

shelter the last item has traditionally ranked lowest 

in the priorities of most developing countries. Thus, the 

livine conditions of the thousand of million who live in 

those developing countries are poor; housing structures are 

inadequate and over crowed, light and water sup_~;lies are 

adequate only for small proportions of their urban popu

lations. The major responsible factar for this poor 

situation is the existing low level of economic development 

of those developing countrie~ 

Being a developing country of the world, India is 

also suffering from poor quality of housing. According to 
5 

the survey, conducted by N.B.O. in 1980, 76)b of housenolds 

live in tiled and thatched roof houses, and 8096 of the 

rural households and 59% of urban households are ,.,1 thout 

basic amenities like water taps, la trins etc. This snov;s 

the intensity of housing problem both in rural and urban 

areas. 

Hence considering this importa~t problem, the present 

study has be en formula ted to analyse the housing quality in 

relation to economic development in one of the state of 

India. 

5. N.V.Rajeswari, D.Usha Rani, N.Hari -'Tv1oards anew 
housing policy in India'- Social Chage Dec.l981, Vol.l7, 
No.4. 



1.2 OBJECTIVE: 

Regarding the importance af' housing the present study 

has been formulated with some definite objectives which 

are as follo'tls: 

1) To find out the quality of housing in different 

districts of the study area. 

2) T: analyse the regional and rural urba."l variation 

of housing quality. 

3) . To analyse the housing quality of rural and urban -
areas of each district in relation to the level 

of economic develop~ent. 

1. 3 THE STUDY A!~EA: 

fhe state of the \iest Bengal has been selected as 

the study area. Tnis is one of the populated, industrialised, 

urbanised state of the country, with having a metrapolis. 

Calcutta. It has great regional diversity in physical, 

climatic social & economica characteristics. F~ this 

reason, this state has been selected to analyse the housing 

quality in a so called developed state1 

1. 3.1 (Location: Situated in the eastern part of the 

oountr~, WesT- Bengal is bounded by the state of Bih~r in the 

\'lest Orissa in south we st. Sikkim in the north and 3aggladesh 

in the east, with having total land area of 87,675,91 sq.km, 

West Bengal occupies only 2. 67% sq. k. of the total land area 

of the country.~ 
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1.3.2 Administrative divisions: 

According to 1981 census, the state of l·{est Bengal 

is divided into 16 districts which are as follows: 

Table No, 1-1. 

Administrative Division o:f West Bengal, 19 31 

Sl.No. Na11e of the Districts 

1. Bankura 

2. Birlhum 

3. Burdwan 

4. Calcutta 

5. Darji1ing 

6. Haora 

7. I-iugli 

8, Jalpaiguri 

9. Koohlihar 

10. i.Vialda 

11. i'iidnapur 

12. I•1urshid abcrl 

13. Nadia 

14. Puruliya 

15. 24 P argana·s 
-, ,..., 
..1..0, ':~ .Dinajpur 

The location of these districts is seen .from 

the map no. 1. 



1. 3. 3 Geographical Profile: 

Geographically located witnin the great Himalayan 

range on the north, Bay of Bengal on the south and the 

Chatonagpur plateau in the west, the state has great 

regional divercity in respect of geo-physical features. 

The la""ld area within the boundaries of the state may be 

classified into three broad physical graphic divisions. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The mountaneous northern zone - this region 

comprises parts of .Oarjiling Jalpaiguri and 

Cochlihar districts. 

The Gangetic plain - this region consists of the 

districts 1'-'ialda, Nadia, Hunishdabad, Haora, Hoogly, 

Calcutta, and 21~-Parganas. This region is the most 

fertile zone for the rich allumial soil. 

The plataeu region - the extension of the chota

nagpur plateau includes the \'lest bulge of the 

state, w~dch co:nprises the districts of Puruliya 

and contig:_:ous ;Jarts of Eidnapur, Burdwan, Birlhum. 

and Bankura districts. 

1.3.4 Climate: 

Climatically · .. r=: st .3engal is a high rainfall area. T!1e 

annual average rain:;.'all ran;;es from 140 em to 100 em. The 

northern parts receives more rainfall than the rest of the 

parts. 



The a·.;erage annual rain fall is 180 em in northern parts, 145 

em in the \-Jestern part and 157 em in rest of the region. 

1. 3. 5 Population: 

West Bengal is one of the densely populated state 

of the country. The total population size of the state is 

54,580,647 , according to the 1981 census.lbe state ranks 

fourth in population size a:nong the states of India, \oJi th 

7. 97:;6 of the country's total population. The population grov1tl 

rates are 26. ffl% and 22.96% for 1961-71 and 1971-81 

respectively. 1'ne density of population is medium to high 

in the various districts of \'Jest Bengal. The average density 

of the state is 615 persons per km2• This density varies 

from Z)6 /km2 in Puruliya to 31779 /':r.m2 in Calcutta. As the 

other states of India, the preparation of rural population 

in higher than the urban population • In this state, 73. 51~!& 

population is rural whereas only 26.49% is urban population. 

The total number of the households are 9, 728,975, out of which 

7,008,600 are rural and 2, 720,375are urban. Among these house-

holds the number of hou.seless households arc- 38,075 for 

total and 13,835 & 24,240 for rural and urban areas res

pectively. 

1.3.6 The Broad Econ_omic Profile of the State: 

. ~l the aspects of regio~al development of ~~y region, 

s~r.nif~,:tly depend on the economic base of that particular 

ar:a. ) 
q 



A. ('evels of C:conomic Development (Total) 

The level of economic development in a district 

depends both on its agricultural and industrial activity. 

Her;ard.L.'1.g this fnct, the following indicators have been 

selected to analyse the levels of economic development in 

the districts of Hest Bengal. 

1. Percentage of urba~ population to total population. 

2. Percentage of industrial worker to total work force. 

3. Percenta. e of working factories to total factory of the 

state. 

4. ;.1a1e v.rork participation rate. 

5. Index of agricultural productivity J 

6. Agricultural labour and cultivator ratios. Table 

1. 2 sho\'IS district wise.distribution of these indicators. 

This table sho'V:s the regional variation in respect of 

all the indicators. T!lus, to get the :;ctual level of 

development a composite index has been prepared by 

including all the indicators together.The Table No.1.2 

also sho\'I'S district \'lise distribution of index of eco-

nomic·development.on the basis of those composite 

scare the districts have been classified in the following 

table. 

/0 



w TABLE l. 2 
. . 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTIONAL PATTERN OF ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

( TOTAL,l981 ) 

Sl. Districts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No. 

1. Banh.-ura 76.72 1.00 . 7.63 46.93 4.24 .77 8.19 
2. Birbhum 94.41 .98 B.'Zl 49.83 3.52 1.27 7.63 

3. Burdwan 108.79 .76 ZJ.33 47.91 12.15 5. 27 7.12 

4. Calcutta 0 1.13 lC')O 55.31 28.19 9.25 6.48 

5. Dar ji1ing 116.96 2.95 27.54 48.65 5.95 2. 58 6.30 

6.Haora 81.80 .70 45.12 47.35 35.30 21.71 6. 22 

7. Hugli 120.27 .86 21.53 49.07 20.17 3.44 6.64 

a. Jalpaiguri 102.02 2.04 14.04 50.53 4. 37 3.95 6.58 

9. Koch bihar 83.61 1.90 6.90 52.90 3.91 • 20 6.98 

lO.Malda 130.30 1.16 4.78 47.65 5.43 .12 7.23 

11.Midnapur 86.98 1. '-1 8.49 46.02 4.26 1.43 7.98 

12.I"lurshidabad 113.86 1. 05 9.46 48.80 8.44 .21 7.45 

13.Nadia 140.99 1.09 21.58 48.93 10.09 1.41 6.97 

14.Puruliya 95.70 2.03 8.95 47.70 4.23 1.02 7.30 

15. 24-Pargana 96.67 .98 38.32 47.26 21.91 46. "53 5.70 

16. W .Dinajpur 88.31 1. 36 11.17 52.60 3.02 .46 7.14 

1. Index of agricu1 tural productivity. 
2. Agricultural worker and cultivator ratio 
3. Percentage of urban population. 
4. Male work participation rate. 
5. Pe~eentage of industrial worker to total worker. 
6. Percentage of working factories to total factories of the .state, 
7. Composite scores of economic development (For the procedure 

see methodology section). 

SOUHCE: i) Computed from census of India,l981, series 23,/ 
West Bengal, part II B( ii ), Econoinj._~_Ta~?J.es.-

ii) Economic Review, 1981, Govt. of -,.iest Bengal, ___________ , __ 

·II 



LEVELS OF 

TA3LE 1-3 

liE.3T BEN£ 

v 
J 

< TorAL. 1981 ) 

Range Level of economic DisLricts 
devel::Jp:nent. 

5. 5-6.5 High Darjiling, Calcutta, Haora 

24-Pargana. 

6. 5 - 7. 5 Hoderate 

~7.5 less Low 

Hugl i, : .. lald a, ~·/. D inajpur, 

i~ochlihar, Jalpaiguri, 

I·1urshidabad, jadia, Puruliya, 

3urdwan. 

Nidnapur, Bankura, .i3irlhum. 

This table indicates clearly the pattern of regional 

disparity. The position of Calcutta is not needed any expla-

nation. For Haora, & 24 Pargana, the favourable clima.,:t..iG 

factors and presence of Calcutta metropalis have :,~cted. a ::1ajor 

role to improve the level of economic development. On the 

con:rary, in Hidnap:Jr, Bankura, and .3irlhum the Unfavourable 

climate factors, lack of industrialisation, distance from 

Calcutta, etc. to,;ether have i:1fluenced to wake the level of 

economic development poorer. Far rest of the r(·gions the level 

of economic development is moderate. i'his regional variation L'1 

[2 



levels of economic developoe!lt is, expected to have an 

impact on the eiisting housing quality. 

~he nature of economic development depends on L~e 
different characteristic features of rural ~~ urban 

areas. In West :aengal also, the rural and urban areas 

have their own characteristic features wnich influence their 

levelsof economic development.For this purpose, it is important 

to study the leve~of economic development separately far 

rural and urban areas. 

e. The level of economic developrent in rural areas: 

In the agricultural country like India, agriculture 

is the backbone of the economy mainly for rural parts.The 

rural areas of l:le!::.t Bengal, also greatly depends on the agri-

cultural activity. 



J 
TABLE 1.4 

';/EST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTIOi~AL PA.i'TEit'~ OF ~CONOHIC CHARACTERIS'fiCS (RURAL,l981) 

S1. Districts 
No. 

1. Bankura 

2. Birbhum 

I 

76.72 

94.41 

3 

52.18 1.03 47.C$ 

74.52 .99 50.26 

4.15 

3.57 

74.02 5. 78 

81.48 '+.14 

1Cl8. 79 66.97 • 76 41. Z9 3. 0 3 71. 7 4. 33 

4. .Uar:'iling 116.96 54.31 2.98 48.78 .92 45.68 5 • .38 

5. Haora 

6. · Hug1i 

81.80 65.19 

120. Z7 73.86 

.73 44.72 2.82 47.7 6.26 

• 87 49.17 4.04 11.23 3. 62 

7. Jalpaiguri 102.02 51.87 2.07 50.97 1.05 54.68 5.18 

8. Kochlihar 89.61 76.96 1.91 53.58 1.95 84.22 4.31 

9. Malda 

10. I·Iidnapur 

1?D.20 77.82 1.16 47.86 4.2 77.44 2.92 

86.98 63.02 1.42 46.24 4.47 79.2 5.06 

11. I·1urshidabad 113.86 79.04 1.06 49.30 5.51 74.81 3.08 

12. Nadia 

13. P;;.ruliya 

140.99 81.80 1.11 49.77 6.79 73.78 2.33 

95.70 4(:.09 2.05 48.07 3.14 80.35 5.22 

14. 24-Pargana 96.67 47.00 1.01 47.70 4.09 70.68 5.27 

15. ';{.Dinajpur 88.31 87.13 1. 38 53.74 1.82 83.6 4.48 

Source: i) Computed from census of India,l9ffi. series 23, ','/est 
Jel·~gal, Part II!3( ii) General 2C0!1omic Table. 

ii) ~:cono::nic review,19:n, Govt. of ~·lest Bengal. 
1. Index of agricu1 tural producti vt ·.y. 
2.I~rcentage of net sown area to total area. 
3.Agrtcu1tural labourer and cultivator ratio 
4. I"iale work participation rate. 
5. Percentage of industrial vmrkers to toaal \'JOrkers. 
6.Percentage of worker ene;aced in agricu1 tural activity to total 

\-Jorker. 
7. Co::1posi te index of economic de velopraen t. 

14 



Since, the state has f'wourable .zeograp'-iical col1ditions 

for this activity. -..i'hus, the ~~;-~ricul~ural !J.Cti,:it:;..- is c:.:p':'cted 

to have a prominent roll:! to 1et•::r:~:in2 the level :3 of econo-

mic develop;nent. 

Besides·, industriali:-.:-Jtion i.::; also h<-:.ve so:.1e 

influence on the existinc l~vels o of economic development. 

Therefore, regarding all the facts the following 

i:::ldicators have. been selected far me:-~surins levels of eco-

:-:omic developme...'1t. 

1. Index of a:~ricul tural productivity. 

Percenta::;e of net sovm area to total area. 

3. Agricultur2l laboiJ.r:s /c ltivator ratio. 

Ha: .. e vJork participation rate. 

5. Percentage o.f industrial -ytorkers to 

total v:orkers. 

Table No.l.4 sl1ov1s all t~ese char::!cteristics, 

and composite scores of economic development. 

l.f 



TABLE 1-5 

·,·JiST 3Ei'I GAL -
LEVELS OF ECONOI~IC DEVELOPN.i!NT 

Level of economic 
development. 

High 

I•tedium 

( RURAL,l981) 

Hange Districts 

2-3.5 Halda, i'Jadia, l'·'lurs!1idabad. 

3.5-5.0 Hugl i, Koc hlihar, W .D inajpur, 

3urd wan, & Birlhum. 

;.o-6.5 J a1 pai guri, Dar j il ing , 2/..._p ar ga."'la 

Haora, Puruliya, r'Iidnapur,Bankura 

On the basis of this table, one can group the districts 

in several ran~s accordine to the level of economic development. 

The physical, climatic and socio-economic character of these 

districts can explain the reason for this disparity. The districts 

of Malda, Hurshidabad. &"ld. Nadia have favourable physical and 

climatic conditions, 'llhich help their agricultural activity greatly. 

Besid.es, in l4alda and ivh.lrshidabad rearing of silk worms & collecting 

of cocoons and \.Jeaving of silk cloth at handlooms are characteristic 

village - level industries in the rural landscape of this region. 

f.'Iurshidabad is a river port • on the left bank of the Bhagirathi and 

also famous for brocades, fine inories, utensils & silk industry. 

On the other hand Malda is one of the biggest raw silk Jroducing 

!6 



centres of India. Nadia also has many small scale village 

level industries. All these factors \vi th agricultural 

activity, have influenced to raise the level of economic 

development in those districts. 

In the next category, Hugli &~ Burdwan have 

favourable agricultural activity. But L~s9ite of high 

productivity, higher aet sown area the presence of higher 

proportion of agricultural labourer makes the over all situation 

poorer. I~ rest of the districts, low productivity, with lack 

of rural irx:lustrialisation make t:1eir economy poorer tha'Tl the 

first category. 

In the third category, except 24-Pargana, Haora, Jal

paiguri, Darjiling other three districts have dnfavourable 

geographical cor.rlition for agric:.J.ltural. activity. Jalpaiguri 
are 

and Darjiling 7 less industrialised districts. In Haora, & 

24-Parganas the heavy population pressure dominates the possi

bility of agricultural development • All these factors can 

be considered as the most possit)le responsible factors for 

low economic development of these region. From the above 

mentioned table it is observed that, most of the districts 

are in ~iddle or low level of economic development which 

indicates poor economic situation of the people in most of the 

parts. 

c. The level of economic development in urban areas: 

--- -·-----· ~ -------Urbanisation is closely related with tne industrialisat- ·. 

ion of that region. For this reason, the base of economic 



TABLE 1,6 

'dEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTIONAL PATTERN OF ECONOI1IC CI-Ll\RACTER.ISTICS (URBAN,1981) 

Sl.No, Districts 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Ba.nkura 44.10 

Birlhum 45.15 

Burdwan 44.79 

Calcutta 55. 31 

Dar jiling 48.47 

Haora 50.63 

Hugli 48.86 

Jalpai~Jri 47.86 

~ochlihar 44.50 

T"lalda 42.9 5 

Midnapur 43.69 

Murshidabad 44.08 

Nadia 45.88 

Puru1iya 45.04 

24-Parga."la 46.66 

W.Dinajpur 47.71 

17. J1 

16.49 

34.77 

?f). 87 

18.92 

48.80 

51.78 

17.20 

17.25 

17.72 

21.56 

~.64 

28.19 

20.01 

45.30 

14.54 

44.55 

33.60 

22.18 

41.15 

43.62 

23.33 

23. 5J 

43.50 

35.27 

35.40 

32.79 

24.01 

26.60 

31.05 

25.52 

40.28 

.77 4.65 

1.27 4.69 

5. 27 4. 77 

9.25 1.90 

2.58 3.58 

21.71 2. 74 

3.44 3. 55 

3.95 3. 82 

• 20 4. 74 

.12 5. 64 

1.43 4. 83 

.21 4.73 

1.41 4,48 

1.02 4.66 

46.:,; 3.83 

.46 4.94 

Source: i) Computed from Census of India,l9Jl, Series 23, 
West Bengal,Par·t II B( ii) Economic tables. 

ii) Economic revie\'1,1981, uovt. of \•lest Bengal. 

l.Male work participation rate. 
2. Percentage of industrial workers- to to·tal workers. 
3.Percentage of workers engaged in tertiary activities· to 

total workers. 
4.Percenaage of working factories to total working facto~ies 

of the state. 
5.Composite scores of economic development. 



development in urban areas mainly depends on the levelof 

!ndustrialisati on. Thus, considering this fact some indi

cators have been selected for analysing the level of eco

nomic development. Besides, the economic condition also 

depends on the mate work participation rate. 

For a~alysing the economic development the following 

indicators have been selected. 

1. l·1ale work participa1:ion rate. 

2. _Percentage of industrial workers. 

3. Percentage of \'X)rking factor.Bs. 

4. Percentage of teritory workers. 

On the basis of these indicators, the composite scores 

have been prepared for analysing the level of economic 

development of the urban areas. Table 1.6 shows the 

composite scares for the different districts. 

From that table, the districts have been grouped in 

some ran:~es for finding out the regional pattern. 



TABLE 1-1 

\'lEST BENGAL 

LEVELS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPHENT (URBAN .1981 ) 

Revel of economic Range Districts 
develop:mnt. 

High 1. 5 - 3. 0 C.r:J.cu tta, Haora. 

Hugli, 24-Pargana 

Darjiling, Jalpaiguri, 

Nadia. 

I•1edium 3 0 4 ,.. • - • ::> 

Low 4, 5 & above Kochlihar, "Vl,D inajpur, 

i'1alda, i'furshidabad, 

Hidnapur, Purul iya, 

Bankura, Burdwan,Birlhum. 



1·here a:-e various reasons for this regional disparity 

in the level of economic development. 

It is interesting to note that, Calcutta & Haora are the 

only district in the category of high level of economic 

development. As being a metropolis Calcutta has become a centre 

of all kind of development.Thus, the process of centralised 

development is reflecting from this pattern. 

Except the Calcutta district, Hugli, 24-Par~anas, 

Darjiling and Jalpaiguri have quite better economic situation. 

Among them, Higli & 24-Pargana is highly industrialised 

districts with having a large number of industries. like jute 

mills, textile industry, paper & chemical industry, handlooms, 

small scale engineering industries, glass ware, potteries, 

metal products etc. More than 76% of the total number of regi

steroo factories of West Bengal are situated in those three 

districts. These three districts around in potential entrepre

neurs with ability to invest and appear to have a favourable 

industrial climate for further development. Proximity to 

port, supply of skilled la~our, better transportation system 

and banking service stimulate industrialisation. Another 

factor conductve to gro\<Jth is the nearness of Calcutta, 

a potential market. 

In case of Darjiling districts the tourism and tea 

industry greatly influence to stimulat~ its economic activity • 



On the other hand Jalpaiguri is the centre of in1ustrial 

activi~ of the whole r0gion of North Bengal. The presence 

of Siliguri town largely helps the economic activity of 

this region. This town serves the whole region as the 

business center, market centre and it connects the whole 

northern eastern region. with the Calcutta metropolis. 

For all these reasons, Jalpaiguri region has become capable 

to acquire higher level of economic development. 

Rest of the districts are in the lowest level of 

economic development, for their low level of industrial 

activity. Among them, the situation is more poor in l'·iidnapur, 

Bankura, Puruliya and Birlhum. !-'lost of the industries in 

those districts, are of the traditional variety, like, 

brass, bell metal, pottery, etc. Among the new industries, 

cycle repairing, tailoring, lathe machine shops, food 

processing, cutlery etc. are the principal industries which 

are mostly small scale industries. Inspite of the close 

proximity to some industrial to'tln like Durgapur, Khragapur, 

Tatanagar these districts continue to be backward. The shortage 

of raw materials, virtual absence of marketing arr~gements, 

difficulties in communication and transportation ~f finished 

products are the main constraints 1n the spread of indus

traialisation. For this factors, those districts are still 

in lower level of economic development. 



The lack of proper industrialisation, also the 

major cause for low economic conditions prevail in the 

districts of Kochlihar, Malda Nurshidaboo, Nadia, & 

Burdwan. All the small and medium to11ms of these 

districts, are surrounded by agricultural hinterland, and 

for this most of the workers are engaged in lo'W product! ve 

agricultural activity. As these districts are agriculturally 

prosperous they nave great potentiality to improve their 

industrial at activity. 

All the above mentioned tables show that, most of the 

districts are either in moderate or in low level of eco

nomic development. Thus, it can be said that, the process 

of development in West Bengal has been concentrated only 

in some pockets. ?ne presence of Calcutta metropolis 

creats obstacle in the path of proper development. 

Thus, this over all poor level of economic development 

is expected to have an effect on the living condition of 

~he people in the districts of \'lest Bengal. As this present 

study mainly concern about housing qondi~ion of peoples of 

West Bengal, the following chapters will deal with the effect 

of these poor economic situation on the quality of housing 

condition. 

1. 4 f.lliTHODOLOGY AND DATA BASE: 

This section deals v1i th selection of variables, techniques 

used for analysis and data base. 
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1. ~.1 Selection of the Variables: 

To fulfill the object! ves of tlU.s present study, 

two sets of indic;~tors have been taken for. the analysis. 

The first set of indicators includes the housing 

indicators, under three different variables. 

1) The Building f.'IateriaJ. s 

In the census of \'/est Bengal, Part VII A&B (i) The 

households are classifie:l acconiing to the building material 

of their roof, wall and floor. All those types of building 

materials are as follows: 

A. Materials of roof 

1. Grass, leaves, reeds, thatch, wood mud, unburnt 

brick or bamboo. 

2. Tiles state, shingle. 

3. Corrogated iron, zink or other metal sheets. 

4. Asbestos, cement sheets. 

5. Brick, stone and lime. 

6. Stone 

7. Concrete; RBC or RCC 

8. All other materials & materials not stated. 

B. Materials of Wall 

1. Grass, leaves, reeds, bamboo. 

2. r-iud. 



3) Unburnt bricks 

4) IIJood. 

5) Burnt bricks 

6) G.I. sheets or other metal sheets. 

7) Stone 

8) Cement concrete 

9) All other materials & material not stated. 

C) Nate rials of floor 

1) Mud 

2) Wood/Planks 

3) Bamboo or logs 

4) Brick, stone & lime 

5) Cement 

6) Nosaic/tiles 

7) Others & materials not stated. 

After consulting with some experts, these materials 

have been classified into three sategories on, the basis of 

their difference in durability. 

A. I1ateriaJ. s for roof 

1.Kutcha (least durable) 

·Grass, leaves, reeds, mud, thatch wood, unburnt 

bricks ar bamboo. 

2. Semi-pacca (semi-durable) 

i) Corrogated iron sheets, or other metal sheets. 

ii) Asbestos, cement sheets. 



3. Pacca (most durable) 

i) tiles, state, shingle 

11) brick, stone & lime 

iii) stone 

iv) Cement, RBC /RCC 

B. ?-iaterial s for wall 

1) Kutcha 

Grass, leaves, reeds, bamboo, mud. 

2) Semi-pacca 

1) Wood, unburn t brick 

ii) G.I.sheets, other metal sheets. 

3) Pacca 

i) Stone. ii) burnt brick iii) cement concrete 

c. fvia ter ial s for no or 

1. Kutcha 

i) l\fud 

2. Semi-pace a 

i) l>amboo or log 

ii) w:»od/planks. 

3. Pace a 

i) brick, stone & lime 

ii) cement 

iii) masaic or tiles. 



According to those experts• opinion roof in the most 

important part of any house. The durability and quality 

of any house depen::l s on the durability of the roof. Thus 

on the basis of this the houses have been classified into 

five categories. 

1. Kutcha -the- houses consist of kutcha roof, wall and 

floor materials. 

2. Semi-pacca-i: the- houses consist of kutcha roof 

materials with other types of \'Jall & floor materials. 

3. Semi-pacca-ii: the houses constructed with semi-pacca 

roof materials and other kinds of wall & floor materials. 

4. Semi-pacca (iii]: t-he houses with pacca roof & other 

all types floor and wall. 

5. Pacca - house type with pacca roof, wall and floor. 

On the basis of these classifi~ion the following 

indicators have been selected for the variable of building 

materials. 

1. Percentage of household living in kutcha house. 

2. Percentage o:f household living in semi-pacca house. 

3. Percentage of household living in semi-pace a (' ii) a house. 

4. Perc en "ta.t.:;e of households living in semi-pacca (iii)house. 

5. Pe~centage of households living in pace a house. 
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Data required :for these indica tors have been taken 

:from Census o:f India, 1981., Series 23, West Bengal, 

Part VII A&B ( 1) household tables. 

2. Household amenities: 

1981 .Census publications contains information about 

the household amenities like, electricity, toilet am 
drinking water. In that census volume :for ;vest Bengal 

, 
the household are being classified according to the 

different source of drinking water within and outside 

the premises. Thus for this present study those source 

of drinking water have been classified into two groups. 

1. Protected source, which include pump, tube-well and well. 

2. Unprotected source which include tank, river, canal, 

stream & others. 

On the 11:tR&r basis of this classification for drinking 

water and census data on electricity and toilet facility 

the following indicators have been selected: 

1. Percentage of households with protected drinking 

,water source within the premise. 

2. Percentage of households with unprotected source of 

drinking water outside the premises. 

3. Percentage of households having unprotected drinking 

water supply within the premises. 



4. Percentage of households having unprotected 

drinking water outside the premises. 

5. Percentage of households with electricity. 

6. Percentage of households without electricity. 

7. Percentage of households with toilet. 

8. Percentage of households without toilet. 

The required data have been collected from census of 

India,l98l, series 23, West Bengal, Part ·VIII A&B (ii) 

household tables. 

3. Intensity of CrolAding: 

The extent of cro~ing in the hou~, is analysed from 

t'Wo different directions, density and privacy of persons, 

For measuring the extent of crowing the following indicators, 

have been selected. 

A. Density Indicators: 

1. Average size of the household. 

2. No.of room per household. 

3. Percentage of households having one room. 

4. Percentage of household where etc. room dens! ty is 

less than one person /room. 

5. Percentage of household where room density is 1-2 person 

per room. 

6. Percentage of households lllumJr who has room density 2-3 

persons per room. 



7. Percentage of households who has room density 

3-4. 

a. Percentage of households having room density above 

4 persons/room. 

B. Privacy indicators: 

1. No.of married couples per household. 

2. Percentage of households where 2 or more 

couples share one room. 

3. Percentage of households where 2 or more 

couples share more than one room. 

The data required for this, have been collected from 

Census of India,l98l, series 23, West Bengal, Part VIII 

A&B (i) household tables. 

The second set of variables includes the indicators for 

economic development in rural & urban areas seperately. 

1) Indicators of economic development (total) 

For analysing the levels of economic development of the 

district as a whole, the indicators selected are as follows: 

1. Index of agncul tural product! vi ty. 

2. Agricultural labourer and cultivator ratio. 

3. Percentage of urban population to total. 



4. Percentage of industrial workers to total 

work force. 

5. Percentage of working factories to the total 

working factories of the state. 

6. Nale \·iorl·~ participation rate. 

Data of indicator no.l and 5 are collected from 

economic review, 19·'31, Govt. of \'lest Bengal. The required 

data for indicator no.2, 3,4 and 6 have been taken from 

census of India, 1981, series 23, West Bengal, part II 

B(II) General Economic tables. 

2. Indicators of Economic Development (rural) 

In the agricultural country like India agriculture is 

the backbone of rural economy. The level of economic deve

lopment in rural areas mainly depends on its agricultural 

development. Considering this fact, the indicators selected 

are as follo"Ws: 

1. Index of agricultural productivity. 

2. Percentage of net sown area tottibtat cultivable area. 

3. Agricultural labour and cultivator ratio. 

4. Rercentage of ma.nufaturing workers/ to total vJork force. 

5. Nale work partie ipation rate. 

~I . 



The data required for first two indicators have been 

collected from Economic review, 1981, Govt. of West Bengal 

The data for indicator number 3,4,& 5 have been taken from 

Census of India, 1981, Series 23, West Bengal, Part II(B) 

( ii) General Economic Tables. 

3) Indicators of Economic Development (Urban,): 

The follo,o~ing indicators have been taken into 

consideration for urban areas. 

1. Percentage distribution of working factories 

to total ~rorking factories of the state. 

2. Pe~centa;3e of industrial workers (other than 

household industry) to total workers. 

3. Percentage of trade and commerce worker to total 

worker. 

4. Nale work participation rate. 

Data for first indicator have been obtained from 

economic review, 1981, fo Govt. of West Bengal. Data for 

all the other indicators have been collected from Census 

of India, 1981, series 23, West Bengal, Part II B(ii) General 

Economic Tables. 

1.4. 2 Statistical iv:iethodology: 

Different types of statistical techniques have been 

adopted for analysing these variables. 
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modified 
1. The method ofJprincipal component analysis 

has been used for constructing the comp~§~te ~~ of 
~~~·- --.--····' 

housing quality for each district. The selected 

indicators are as follows: 

a) Percentage of households living in semi

pacca III house type. 

b) Percentage of households in pacca house. 

c) Percentage of households having protected 

water supply within the premise. 

d) Percenta;e of households haing protected 

water supply outside the premise. 

e) Percentage of households with electricity. 

f) Percentaee of households with total facility 

( urban1 ) • 

g) Percentage of households having room density less 

than one person per room. 

h) Percentage of households having room density 

l-2 persons room. 

1) Percentage of households where 2 or more couples 

share more than one room. 

2. The composite scores of economic development have 

been prepared by using taxonomic scheme with the help of 

indicators of economic development • 
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The following formula has been used to prepare 

the composite scores. 

Composite score = j£(A - A)-,_ 

where , 
A = individual standard score 

A • highest standard score 

The formula of A is as follows: 

A = Observation - mean 
standard deviation. 

1.~.3 Methodology for Field Survex. 

One small field work has been done for collecting 

the opinion of about housing quality seperately in rural 

& urban areas. For this purpose, ten students from each 

area seperately have been interviewed. Most of them are edu

cated females only 3 are male student. T~ey were asked to 

give weightage in percentage and to rank the variables 

according to their preference, . about the importance of 

the variables for measuring quality of housing condition. 

After the survey, all the obtaina::i weightages have been 

averaged. The average weightages are as follows: 



TABLE 1-8 
FIELD 

DISTRIBUTION OF / WEIGHTAGES 

Sl.No. Materials Rural 

1. Building materials 21.4 

2. D:rinking water Z9 

3. Electricity 19.8 

4. Toilet 

5. Density 12 

6. Privacy 16.8 

1 •• 4 Cartographic Nethodology: 

Urban 

10.3 

26 

19.8 

28.4 

5.9 

10.1. 

Some catrographic techniques have been used to 

represent the data properly. 

1. The method of charopleth has been used for showing the 

regional variation in building materials, levels of 

economic development and housing quality. 

2. Pie-diagrams and largrap,1s have been used for showing 

the distribution of households with various housing 

amenities, drinking water, electricity and toilet. 

3. Both the methods of chorapleth and chorocometric have 

been used for analysing the relation between economic 

development and housing quality. 
/ 



1.) A SURVEY OF LITERATURE: 

Regarding the importance of housing · in the deve

loping countries, several studies have been made on the 

housing problems and quality in those countries. 

The United Nations has arrane.:ed several studies 

on the housing condition in the developing countries • Among 

their studies •World housing survey ,19746 is one of the 

important one • .Chis survey included housing conditions & 

requirements, land use & development, housing finance, 

housing construction & human resource. The Chapter V covers 

the study about housing conditions, on the basis of type 

of living quArters, no. of persons per room, the facilities 

related to housing like water supply toilet, lighting, cooking 1 

& bathing facility. In this chapter, the housing condition 

has been reviewed by level of occupancy, availability of 

housing facilities rates of dwelling construction. It gives 

a clear picture about the housing condition in different 

countries of the world. 

In one study an rural bousing7, the housing condition 

of the rural areas of different countries have been 

discussed. For analysing the housing condition the in~ormation 

6. World housing Survey, 1974-An overviews of the state of 
housing, building & planning within human settlements-U.N. 

_ • Rural housing, A review of world conditions - UN 1969. 



about t~ of building materials, availability of housing 

:facilities & amen! ties, the type of houses etc. have been 

collected. From this book, one can get a vast idea about 

the rural housing condition in different countries of the 

world. 

In these Stud\e.smore stress has been given on the 

housing condition & problems of the developing countries 

of the world. 

There are some other studies ·,n the context of 

developing countries. From the book 'Housing Asia's 

Million';problems, Policies and Prospects for low cost 

housing in s.E.Asia8• a good picture about housing condition 

in some countries of s.E.Asia can be obtained.This book 

based on a low cost housing study in the early 1970's. 

It includes eight countries ranging :from war-ravaged Laos, 

to the almost totally urban ~ingapore and Kongkong. It 

gives a total picture about land provision and policies 

housing design, administration, :finance, urban and regional 

planning and problems of squatter and slum dwellers. 

In the second chapter, the housing conditions & 

needs have been discussed. The authors have analysed housing 

8. Stephen H.K, Veh and A.A. Laquian-Housing Asia's Million
problems, Policy & Prospects for low cost housing in S.E. 
Asia, International Develop~t Research Centre,ottawa, 
Canada. 



condition on the basis of housing stock, the services 

levels and the extent of population densities. Among the 

services related to housing they included electricity, 

piped water & toilet facilities~ sewerage system, garbage 

& disposal system, with these all valuable information, 

this chapter gives a clear picture about the housing con

dition both in rural and urban areas of those countries. 

In the another book, 'Housing in Latin America9, the authors 

have analysed the housing condition, need and finance in the 

Latin American countries. 

In the second chapter the authors have discussed 

about the housing condition and needs in the countries of 

·Latin America. For analysing the housing condition they have 

collected information about sanitary equipment, area and 

facilities adequate to family size on the basis of the foll

owing indicators they have represented the picture of housing 

condition. 

a) No.of occupied dwellings. 

b) Average number of rooms per dwellings. 

c) Average number of persons per room 

d) Percentage of dwellings with piped water, toilet 

& bath facility, electricity and gas supply 

facility. 

9. Marcia N.Kath, Julio G.,Silva, Albert G.H.Pietz !Housing 
in Latin America,' N. I • .L.. Press,l965. 



e) Percenta;:.;e of dwellings by tenancy. 

From all these indicators, one can get a proper 

picture about the housing condition in the different 

countries of Latin America. 

Being a developing country, India is suffering from 

various problems. Of all the economic problem the country 

is faced with, housing is next in importance only to that of 

food. The problem of housing is very acute both in rural and 

urban areas. 

To analyse this major problem of the country, several 

studies have been done on different aspects of housing 

10 
L~ tiis study s.c.Agga~l has attempted to 

examine the housing situation of industrial \o,'Orkers. He 

included the origin and importa~ce of this problem, effects 

of bad housing, position of housing- state wise and industry 

\·lise, ho·.1.sing policy 1?tc. He analysed the housing condition 

of the industrial workers in different types of industries 

in each state, on the basis of number of rooms, tena~cy 

pattern. In some cases, he has taken the facilities avail

able in the house, like water, electricity etc. 

10. S.C.Aggar\'lal, c Industrial housing in India' 1952. 



Thus, this gives a picture of housing condition 

of large section of our country's working population. 

In his study, V.Agnihotri11 has tried to give a 

comprehensive picture about housing condition of the factory 

workers of Kanpur in 1954. This survey includes a s~ple of 

900 families of labourers. He has analysed their housing 

condition in three different chapters. 

In the first chapter, he has included types of 

dwellings in terms of room, d\'lelling with verandas & 

courtTyards. The next chapter deals with housing amenities 

like water supply latrine, ventilation & sanitation, light

ing & distance from the place of work .The third chapter 

has discussed the housing condition from the view point 

of density of occupation & overcrowding. It includes the 

size of the rooms, number of rooms, number of persons per 

dwellings room-wise density of occupancy & floor area. In 

the next chapter the author has analysed housing condition 

from the rent of houses and family income the has coll

ected information about monthly rent for different types 

of dwellings, ratio between rent & fa~ily income. The rent 

factor gives a new idea about the housing condition. Apart 

from this, the author has tried to analyse the housing 

t 
11 i. V. Agnihotri, Housing condition of factory workers in 

Kanpur,' 1954. Haharaja Printers, Kanpur. 



condition in relation wtth the family income. Thus, this 

analysis represents a more clear picture of the housing 

situation of these factory workers. 

S.dhakravartl 2 has done his survey in Calcutta. This 

study of ho~sing condition has been conducted from the data 

collected i~ course of socio-economic survey of Calcutta 

In this study, family has taken as sample unit. This study has 

attempted to analyse the- housing conditions from the point 

of occupancy rights, categories of rooms, room space, types 

of water taps, latrins, bathrooms, cooking arrangements, 

electric! ty facilities of those families. After that, the aut:1or 

examine:! this housing condition in relation · to family 

income and rent pattern of houses. He discussed about diff

erent type of houses in different income groups, rent paid 

for those houses and analysed this data in relation with 

income & family size. From all these information one can get 
ea 

a detail-picture of housing & economic conditions of the people 

in different wards of Calcutta. 

From the monograph13 on housing, one can get a broad 

view about the housing condition of the country on the basis 

surveyed 943 villages and 53 sample towns. This study has 

t ' 12 .• S.Chakravarty-Housing conditions in Calcutta,Bookland 
Publication, 19 58. 

1}. Monogrph on housing situation in India N.B.o. 1959. 
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taken into account the plinth type, wall type, roof type 

of house number of rooms, per capita floor space, for all 

rural and urban areas to analyse the housing condition. 

Apart from this , on the basis of some socio-economic 

surveys during 1954-56 conducted by the Universities, 

or research institute this monograph also analyse the 

housing &G situation for Calcutta, Hyderabad, Poona, Jamshed

pur, Hubli & Bhopal. For analysing the housing situation 

of these cities, the family size, tennancy, number of rooms, 

per capita room space, source of drinking water toilet, 

kitchen etc. have been used. This study shows that, all the 

surveyed cities have overcrowding & poor housing condition. 

Inspite of old da~a this study will help to understand 

the intensity of housing problem in rural & urban areas 

of our country. 

In another book on Greater Bomba1l4 , the author 

analysed the housing situation for the purpose of developing 

a housing policy for the Bombay metropolaiton region.For 

this purpose he has taken some indicators of housing con

dition. Among variables he includes type of dwelling, total 

floor area of dwelling, number of rooms, facilities available 

in the dwellings, tennancy status & rent pattern. On the 

r 
14. P.Ramchandran, Housing Situation in Greater Bombay,' 

Somariya Publication,l977. 



basis of these variables, he has .tried to analyse the 

cause of residential mobility within greater Bombay and 

preference of people about housing condition. Thus, this 

book is very useful to develop a housing policy for any 

region. 

In their study Parvathamma & Satyanarayana15 have 

analysed the housing condition of only the rural poor in 

Karnataka. Their study refers to the problems of the house

less ,?( their living condition & housing in general three 

in rural Karnataka. This study covers three groups of 

people, the houseless people, people living in Janata houses, 

People living in other types of houses. In the first two 

chapters, they have discussed housing of India & Karnataka 

from the vie''~ point of roof structure, materials used for 

wall & roof, housetype nu~ber of rooms per dwellings, & 

the tennure status. Apart from this, they have analysed 

also the socio-economic conditions of rural poor & house

less. All these factors together indicate how poor the 

1 i ving conditions of the rural people are. Though this study 

has been done only on rural Karnataka, it represents the 

situation of our country. 

15. tC.Parvathamma & Satyanarayana 
Housing rural people & their living conditions; 
Gian Publications, New Delhi 1980. 
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Housing condition is treated as one of the compo-
. 16 

nent of level of living. For example Gupta & Ganguli have 

taken housing as one of the indicator of their study on 

level of living in different states of India. They have 

included housing in the primary components of level of 

living. For analysing housing conditions, three indicators 

number of persons per room, percentage of the number of 

dwelling units to the number of households & proportion 

of pucca houses have been used in this study. On the basis 

of these indicators they have prepared a composite 

index for housing and analysed it in different states. 

After that they .also examined the relationship bet~een 

the components of level of living and several economic 

demographic & social variables. As this study deals with 

various aspects, it gives a good state-wise picture about 

the living condition of people. 

Host of these studies indicate the important relat

ionship between economic condition and housing quality. In 

some of the studies, the authors have tried to show this 

relationship, by using the income structure of the house

holds. Therefore, the economic condition can be recognised 

as fast and foremost determining factor far housing quality. 

16. B.N.Ganguli, D.B.Gupta 'Levels of Living in India: 
An Inter-state Profile'. s.Chand ,1976. 



But for the lacking of income data, the level of 

economic development has been used for the present study 

to analyse the housing quality. It is expected that, this 

will indirectly indicate the economic condition of the 

households. 

1. : HYPOTHESIS : 

The stu:iy of 11 terature has helped in ~aming · 

a few hypothesis. 

a) The quality of housing will be high in the districts, 

which have high level of economic development and 

v4ce-versa. 

b) Quality of housing in rural areas is poorer than the 

urban counter-parts. 

1. CHAPTER SCHEME: 

The present study has been classified into the foll

owing chapters. 

Chapter-! , Introduction, is divided into two section. First 

section brings a idea about the concept of housing, details 

picture of the study area, objective of the study, data base 

and methodology used for the study.The second section deals 

with literature study on housing, and hypothesis used for the 

study. 



CHAPTER-II ,Building. Materials, gives a detailed picture 

about the use of various types of building materials in 

different districts. Besides, it also includes district

wise distribution of rural and urban households in different 

house type. 

CHAPTER-III,Basic amenities, deals with housing quality 

in respect of housing amenities. The three major amenities, 

like drinking water, electricity and toilet have been 

discussed separately. 

CHAPTER-IV , Intensity of use, explains two other 

important aspects of housing: density and privacy of 

persons. 

CHAPTER-V , The quality of housing, illustrates the variation 

in overall housing quality in relation to the level of 

economic development, both for rural and urban areas. 

CHAPTER-VI, sums up the major findings obtained from the 

study, and attempts to draw some conclusions. 



CHAPTER -II 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The structural quality of houses can be identified by 

the nature of building materials, used for constructing the 

houses. The nature of building materials largely depends 

on the economic condition of the households, and physiographic 

and climatic conditions of the region. West Bengal is a state 

with a great regional diversity in physical and socio-

economic conditions, based on which, the nature and quality 

of building materials varies from region to region. Thus, the 

main thrust of this chapter, is to study the regional variation 

of building materials, and the housing quality in vlest Bengal. 

The following indicators of building materials have 

been taken to analyse the quality of housing: 

1) Percentage of households living in kutcha house. 

2) Percentage of households living in semi-pUJ:"Ca (1) house. 

3) Percentage of households living in semi-puoca ( 2) house. 

4) Percentage of households living in semi-pucca (3) house. 

5) Percentage of households living in pucca house. 

The reason for selecting these indicators has been 

discussed in the Chapter-I (page ~4 ) • The following sections 

will bring a idea about 'the spatial distribution of house types. 
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2. 2 KUTCHA HOUSE TYPE: 

As k:utcha house type includes all the least durable, 

cheap building materials, the presence of kutcha houses indi

cate poor housing quality, as well as economic condition. 

2. 2.1 District level analysis: 

Table 2. 1 shows district-wise distribution of house

holds in kutcha houses for all the district total. From that 

table it is observed that, about 43% of the households live 

in kutcha houses for the state as a whole.Besides, this table 

shows a great regional disparity in this particular aspect. 

Except the surrounding districts of Calcutta, in Bankura 

Btrlhum, Jalpaigwi, Kochbihar, .Puruliya, Midnapur and 1•'iest 

Dinajpur this proportion has increased to 55~ - 78%. In Haora, 

Hugli, 24 - Pargana, Nadia, 10% to 28% of the households 

live in kutcha houses. This pattern of regional variation is 

also brought out in Fig.no.~. This shows that,difference in 

levels of economic development, is partially responsible 

for this regional disparity. As discussed in the first chapter; 

all the neighbouring districts of Calcutta are industrially 

as well as agriculturally advanced than the others. Thus, 

in those d'istricts, relatively better housing quality is 

observed. But poor level of economic development in rest of 

the regions has led a large section of population to live in 

kutcha house. Therefore, the data and map indicate poor hous-

ing quality and intensity of poverty in most of the districts 

of \vest Bengal. 



TABLE 2-1 

. WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOlDS IN DIFFERENT CATEGORY 

OF HOUSES (DISTRICT WISE, TOTAL 1981 ) 

S1. Districts Kutcha Semi- Semi Semi Puce a 
No. Pucca-I Pucca-II Pucca-III 

1. Bankura 73.32 2.00 8.91 5.94 8. 73 

2. Birlhum 78.69 1.40 8. 'Z1 3.47 6.83 

3. Burdwan 47.27 1.91 10.56 10.71 25.73 

4. Calcutta .72 .• 82 10.13 8.58 72.26 

5. Darji1ing 2:}.63 6.25 47.00 2.12 6.24 

6. Haora 10.96 .6o 9.17 35.Yt 34.33 

7. Hug1i · 25.02 .82 10.24 26.40 31.47 

a. Jalpaiguri 53.73 3.01 34.72 2.13 3.80 

9. Kochbihar 72.21 1.58 22.08 .28 . .65 

10. Malda 33.34 .52 3. 21 52.03 5.82 

11. Midnapur 68.47 1.78 5.26 14.34 5.76 

12. Murshidabai 40.11 .96 8.53 35.55 11.35 

13. Nadia 25.92 .85 18.57 'Z/.48 9.64 

14. Puruliya 55.75 1.32 3., '0.49 9.64 

15. 24-Pargana 27.76 .66 7.11 28.09 'Z7.42 

16. W.Binajpur 71.12 1.03 13.26 8.90 3.a3 

17. \iest Bengal 42.11 1.32 10.98 19.93 20.08 

Source: Computed !rom Census of India,1981, 

Series 23, West Bengal, Part VIII (A&B), 

Household tab1 es. 

I. 
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2. 2. 2 Distribution of rural households in kutcha houses:. 

The proportion of households in kutcha houses is 

expected to be high in rural area. Table no. 2. 2 shows district

wise distribution of households, in different categoiies of 

houses type in the rural areas of West Bengal. 

From the table it is observed that, inspite of 

regional variation, quite a substantial proportion of house

holds in each district live in Kutcha house~ This proportion 

is higher in Bankura Birbhum, Burd:wan, Jalpaiguri, Fochlihar, 

Midnapur, West Dinajpur and Puruliya, ranging between 5976 

to 81%. In rest of the districts, it varies from 20% to 44%. 

This pattern of regional variation is relation to the 

levels of economic development has been sho-wn in map no.fh.~ 

This map shows that, exce9t Haora Hugli and 24-Pargana the 

relationship is prominent and direct. In case of these three 

districts, the relationship between economic development 

and proportion of households in kutcha houses in quite peculiar. 

But, inspite of this variation, the overall picture is not 

satisfatory. Such a high percentage of households in kutcha 

houses in most of the region, indicate the extent of poor 

housing qual! ty thro,lghout the rural areas of the state. 

2. 2. 3 Distribution of Urb&~ H~seholds in kutcha houses 

For having better economic conditions, usually less 

proportion of urban people live in kutcha house. Table no.2.3 



TABLE 2-2 

'WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL HOUSEHOLD IN DIFFERENT CATEGORY OF 

HOUSES 

Sl. Districts Kutcha Semi Semi Semi 
No. Pucca-I Pucca-II Pucca-III 

1. Bankura 76.30 1.83 8.50 6.04 

2. Bir1hum 71.72 1.19 8.93 3.37 

3. Burdwan 63.00 1.88 10.51 10.03 

4. Darjiling 37.62 7. 35 42.24 1.58 

5. Haora 20.56 .74 11.14 43.74 

6. Hug11 36.06 1.01 11.00 ?0.57 

7. Jalpaiguri 79.22 3.25 31.62 1. 89 

s. Koch "bihar 76.24 1.62 18.52 .19 

9. Malda 34.91 .53 3.~ 53.'Z1 

10. Midnapur 72.47 1.73 4.59 14.50 

11. Murshidabad 43.29 .96 8.52 36.56 

12. Nadia 32.05 .99 16.84 ;o.92 

13. Puruliya 60.12 1. 31 2.63 Z7.09 

14. 24-Pargana 44.93 .oo 5.08 35.94 

15. w.Dinajpur 75.98 1.02 10.57 9.17 

16. W? st Bengal 55.81 1.46 10.15 21.94 

Puce a 

6.21 

4.06 

11.92 

2."51 

12.33 

15.11 

2. 31 

.30 

3.63 

2.35 

7.8h 

11.05 

6.48 

8.18 

1.63 

6.60 

Source: Computed from Census of India,1981. 
Series 23, West Bengal, Part VIII A&b 
Household Tables. 
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TABLE 2-3 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN HOUSEHOLDS IN DIFFERENT CATEGORY OF 
HOUSES 

.(1981) 

s. Districts Kutcha Semi Semi Semi Puce a 
No. Pucca-I Pucca-II Pucca-III 

1. Bankura 36.93 3.34 13.89 4.68 "5.1.57 

2. Bir1bhum 45.88 3.6o 6.32 4.56 "57.54 

J. Burel wan 12.37 1.97 10.68 12.14 54.f51 

4. Calcutta .72 .82 10.13 8.58 72. 2.6 

5. Darji1ing 8.6o 3.33 ~.54 3.54 16.38 

6. Haora .88 .44 7.10 26.58 57.42 

7. Hugl! 2.73 .43 7.12 17.96 64.56 

a. Jalpaiguri 19.16 1. 51 54.22 3.6-5 13.3) 

9. Kochbihar 14.04 1.08 73.68 1.65 5.71 

10. Malda ' 1.75 .36 6.27 26.92 49.45 

11. Midnapur 26.57 2. 31 12.38 12.61 41.45 

12. Murshidabad 10.33 .94 8.64 2'7.l'l 43.83 

13. N~ia 4.95 .38 24.47 15.72 41.51 

14. Puru1iya 9.20 1.35 11 •. 36 31.67 43.08 

15. 24-Pargana 2.84 .46 10.05 16.69 55.35 

16. \'l.D inajpur 27.88 1.00 ~.2D 6.53 18.03 

17. West Bengal 6.28 .94 13.15 14.65 55.33 

S0 urce: Computed from Census of India 
1981, Series 23, West Bengal, part VIII 
A&B Household Tables. 



indicate this fact more clearly. From the table it is 

observed that, except few districts, in most of the parts, 

72% to . 4596 households live in that least durable houses. 

This pr:)portion is much lower in comparison to rural 

areas. But, s inspite of lesser proportion in comparison 

to rural areas, one can notice the regional disparity L~ 

this particular aspect. Fig.no.6t identify clearly this 

patter~ of regional disparity prevailing in the urban areas 

of the state. The region with high proportion of kutcha houses 
'\v. 

include Bankura, Birbhum, Midnapur, Dinajpur, and Jalpaiguri, 

which are economically backward districts. Therefore, the 

poor level of economic development makes the housing quality 

poorer for a large proportion of households. On the contrary, 

this proportion varies from • 72% to 10% in the industrially 

as well as economically developed districts. Thus, the levels 

of economic development house have quite a strong impact 

to make this regional variation. Fig.no.6 also indicates 

the rural urban disparity in respect of this aspect where much 

higher proportion of rural households live in kutcha houses 

than the urban areas. 

By analysing the rural and urban areas 1 t is con

cluded that, a large section of population are suffering t.rom 

poor housing quality for using kutcha building materials. 

2.3 SEMI-PUCCA HOUSE TYPE: 

The use of semi-pucca materials for buildings, indi

cate little better economic condition of the people. 
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2. 3. 1 District level ana1ysis: 

Table No.2l. reoresents that, the proportion of households 
on semi- -
pucca (i) and (ii) category is very less in these backward 

districts of Bankura, Birlhum, Burdwan, Puruliya, Midanapur 

etc. This shows, the economic inability of a large seection 

of population to have even a semi-pucca house. But, always 

the use of building materials is not determined by the 

levels of development economic development. Sometimes it 

depends on the availability of housing stock, climatic factor 

etc. For this re"son, in the hilly districts of West Bengal, 

the existence of high proportion of semi-pucca houses does 

not indicate their better .economic condition. In the districts 

of Darjiling Kochlihar and Jalpaiguri 22%.- 47% of the house

holds live in semi-pucca II hou~es. In these districts the 

existence of large forest area and easy availability of stone 

in the hills, _help the people to construct houses with timber 

and. stone. For abundance of superior varieties of bamboo and 

timber, these are preferred to construct the wall and roof. 

But only the availability of these materials, do not guide 

exclusively the construction of particular house type.It also 

influenced by the typical C}.imatic condition. The average 

annual/rainfall of this region varies from 200 em - 300 em. In 

such a rainfall area people have to use timber and stone rather 

than mud. Thus in those regions physiographic and climatic fac

tors have strong influence in determining their house type. 

/ 



The table sho1Ns that in the developed districts, also 

percentage of households- 1n sem1-pucca (iii) category is 

higher. As discussed earlier that, this category of houses 

have pucca roofing, Thus, it is stated that, better eco

nomic condition has helped higher percentage of households, 

to afford, the cost of costlier materials, like G.I. sheets, 

cement etc. This relationship will be more clear from map 

No.!1. 

2. 3. 2 Distribution of rural households in semi-pucca houses: 

In the rural areas also the same patteT!l is observed 

Table No. 22 shows that, ~% to 53% of the household can 

afford the cost of semi-pucca (iii) houses in the economically 

developed districts, Fig.no.6 will show this regional var

iation 1n relation to economic development. 

2.3.3 Distribution of urban households in semi-pucca houses: 

In comparison to rural areas higher proportion of urban 

households live in semi-pucca houses for their higher economic 

a~fordability. If is interesting to note that also the urban 
• 

parts of the three hilly districts have highest proportion 

of semi-pucca houses. Fig.no.e shows that, 59% to 74% of ta 
households live in semi-pucca houses in these regions. Besides, 

the fig. also indicates the impact of economic development 

in making the variation. 
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2.4 PUCCA HOUSE TYPE: 

Since constructed with the durable and costliest 

materials like cement concrete etc, the existence of pucca 

houses indicate good housing quality as vell as economic 

condition of the households. Thus it is expected that the 

economically developed regions will have high percentage 

of households in pucca houses. 

2.4.1 District level analysis 

Table No. 2.1 shows that, .65% to 35% o:f the urban 

households live in pucca houses. In the districts of 

Bank.ura, Birlhum, Jal.paiguri, Kochbiha, Puruliya, Midnapur 

etc. only 3% to 17% households can afford the cost of 

having pucca house. Since, pucca house is an important indi

catory of good housing quality, the data indicate poor hous

ing quality throughout the state. The picture of regional 

variation is shown in Fig.no.,3which has followed the same 

pattern as discussed in the earlier sections. 

2.4.2 Distribution of rural households in pucca houses: 

For the poor rural people, it is really difficult 

to bear the cost of pucca house.For this reason only a small 

proportion of households are capable to live in pucca houses. 

Table No.2.2 represents this fact clearly. In all over the 

state, only .3% to 15~ of households, live in pucca house, 
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map No.~7sho~s that, even in the economically developed 

regions, this : proportion varies !rom 3~ to 15%. It 

indicates that, !nspite of better economic condition, 

people cannot bear the cost of pucca houses. The main reason 

for this is the dependence on backward, low productive agri

culturally activity. Thus ,the difference in levels ec::momic 

development doesn't make a."ly significant variation within 

the regions. 

2.4.3 Distribution of Urban households in pucca house. 

The condition is for better in urban areas, where 

larger proportion of households live L"l pucca houses. From 

the table no.2.3 it is observed that, 55% to 72% of the 

households live 1n pucca houses in the districts of Haora, 

Hugli, 24-Parganas and Calcutta. In case of Burdwan,Malda, 

Murshidabad, Nadia and Puruliya this proportion varies 
less 

from 41% to 57%. In rest of' the regions it is i/ than 40% 

The picture of regional variation is clearly shown in map 

no. ~.1 This map sho\'IS that, except the highly developed 

regions, the levels of economic development has; failed ·to 

make any significant variation over rest of the parts. But 

inspite of regional variation, the over all pic~e is not 

good for urban areas. As pucca !1ouse is considered as the 

indicator of' good housing quality, these figures represent 

that, still a substantial proportion of' households have 

poor housing quality. 



By analysing the rural and urban ptcture, it is 

observed that, the housing quality is not good in respect 

of the di::;tribution of house type. In the field survey 

it is observed that, rural people have given 21% weightage 

to the quality of building materials and it ranks second 

among the housing indicators. Thus, this shows the impor

tance of building m.aterials or the quality of houses to 

the rural people. In case of urban areas, people have 

given 10%weightage to building materials, and according 

to their view point, it ranks third among the components 

of housing quality. 

Therefore, it is stated that both in rural and urban 

areas, building materials is considered as one of the major 

indicator in identifying the quality of housing. Despite its 

importance, a large section of population have poor housing 

quality as they live in sutcha houses. 

The following section will make out the important 

characteristics existing in this aspect. 



2. 5 Sillir-1ARY: 

In light of the foregoing analysis, poor qual! ty 

of housing in terms of its building material is observed 

throughout state. On an average 43% of the households 

live in kutcha houses, while this proportion exceeds 55% 

in case of rural areas. Such a high percentage of house

holds in kutcha houses represents the degree of poor 

housing quality. 

Alongwith the overall poor situation, a great rural

urban dichatomy prevails in each district. In rural areas 

about 56% of the households live in kutcha houses, while in 

urban areas, this proportion has been decreased to 6%. The 

similar contrast picture is observed in case of semi~pucca 

and pucca houses also. 

Apart from rural-urban variation, the picture of 

regional disparity is also predominant in this state. Both 

the rural and urban areas of the sUrrounding districts of 

Calcutta have better housing quality in respect of building 

materials. The difference in levels of economic developma~t 

partly responsible for this variation. 

In the hilly districts the physiographic and 

climatic factors have dominated the factor of economic 

development. In some other districts like Haora, Hugli, 



24-Paragana the relationship between level of economic 

developme.."lt and building materials is very insignificant. 

Thus, it may be concluded that in West Bengal level of 

economic development has partial impact in determining 

the nature of building materials. 



CHAPTm-III 

BASIC AMENITIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

For analysing quality of housing in terms of avail

ability of basic amenities, the following facilities have 

been taken into account: 

a) drinking water 

b) electricity 

c) toilet 

Without these major requirements for daily life, 

a shelter can not provide a satisfactory housing quality. 

The main object! ve of this chapter is to analyse 

the quality of housing in respect of household amenities, 

in different districts of West Bengal, and to mark out the 

pattern of regional variation. 

For this purpose, the following indicators have 

been selected. 

On the basis of available data,drinking water 

facilities have been divided into following categories: 

1) Percentage of households having protected drinking 

water source ~!thin the premise 

ii) Percentage of households having source of protected 

drinking water outside the premise • 
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iii) Percentage of households having up-protected 

drinking water within the premise. 

iv) Percentage of households having unprotected 

drinking water outside the premise. 

For electricity and toilet, it is the presence of 

absence of the two facilities, which has been taken into 

account. 

On account of these indicators, the quality of houstng 

has been analysed both for rural and urban areas separately. 

3.2 DRINKING WATER: 

Availability of drinking water is essentially needed 

for daily life of every human being. The information obtained 

from the field survey shows, that people give.highest weightage 

( 29%) to drinking water in rural areas, while it has been 

considered in urban areas as second most important component 

of ho~sing quality. This indicates the degree of importance 

of drinking water both in rural and urban areas. Therefore 

this item can easily be considered asmajor component for 

me a suring the housing quality. 

3. 2. 1 District level a."lalysis: 

Table no.3.1 gives detailed information about the 

condition of drinking water in all the districts as a whole •. 



TABLE 3-1. 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH DRINKING WATER FACILITY 

(Total),, 1981 

s. Districts P\f.IIP PWOP UNPWP UNPOP 
No. 

1. Bankura 2.71 22.76 7.15 67.88 

2. Bir1hum 6.2:7 56.90 4.98 31.83 

3. Burdwan 20.11 55.45 5. 74 18.23 

4. Calcutta 66.32 24.60 4.69 4. 38 

5. Dar,jiling 12.64 24.40 16.21 46.73 

6. Haora 10.35 75.18 7.03 7.43 

7. Hugli 18.24 72.44 3.48 5.83 

a. Jalpaiguri 9.82 25.55 21.12 43.49 

9. Kochlihar 33.63 29.60 2.16 23.79 

10. Nalda 8,77 45.91 6.16 J3.,14 

11. I'<Iid.napur 6, J3 51.20 10.22 32.18 

12. r-furshidabad 12.45 66.29 5.08 16.10 

13. Nadia 31.40 56.25 5.92 6.41 

14. Puruliya 2,08 9.45 10.31 78.14 

15. 25 Pargana 20.51 69.55 3.45 6.48 

16. W,Dinajpur 11.69 32.24 12,83 43.24 

17. West Bengal 17.69 51.69 7.C3 23.08 

Source: Compiled from Census of India,l98l, Series 23, 
West Bengal, Part VIII A &B (ii) Household tables. 

P\'i\'JP - Protected water within premise. 
PWOP - Protected water outside premises. 
UNPVW- Bnprotected water within premise. 
UNPOP- Unprotec :~ed water outside premises. 



Protected water supply within the premises, 

generally indicates the economic condition of the house

holds. From the table it is observed, that in the state as 

a whole, only 18% households have this facility. When the 

districts are taken into consideration, it is observed 

that, only fe·.·J districts have better condition than the 

state average in this respect. Among those districts, 

Burdwan, Calcutta, Kochlihar, Nadia and 24-Pargana have 

high percentages. Rest of the regions are far beyond the 

state average , where this proportion ranges from 2% to 12%. 

For most of the regions, the unaffordality of people to 

bear the cost of having own v<ell, pump etc. is reaponsible 

for this poor situation. This factor is possibly true for 

the economically backwDd districts, like Bankura, Birlhum, 

Puruliya, ~adnapur etc. Along with the economic factor, 

the physiogr~pftic factor also exerts partial impact in 

those districts. For the plateau structure of those regions 

the construction cost of well,pump etc. has turned out to 

be costlier. T~us, only the rich households have been able 

to get their ow.n pump, well etc. But in case of economically 

developed sitricts, like Haora, Hugli, 24.Pargana, Malda, 

the presence of larger number of v.:ell pump etc. outside the 

premise, make people unwilling to have own source of drink

ing water, which incur the extra cost for them. 



In case of protected water supply outside the pre

mises, the situation 1s quite better. For the state as wnole, 

51% of the households get this f~cility outside their pre

mises, The table shown that, quite a large number of districts 

have this proportion higher than the state average. For 

example in Hawra, Hugli , 24-Pargana Nadia, Murshidabad, 

Burdwan, Malda, this proportion ranges from 51% to 75~ which 

is quite satisfactory. In rest of the regions, it is as 

poor as the first category. Protected source of drinking 

water outside the premises, usually is provided by the var

ious government agencies. Thus, the data reflect the ineffi

ciency of the Government to fulfill the need for drinking 

water in some parts of the state. Their activity has been 

limited only within the surrounding districts of Calcutta. 

Un-protected water supply includes all the natural 

source of water, like, river, canal, tank etc. For all the 

economically poor households, it is the only source of 

drinking "mter. From the table 1 t is observed that, in most 

of the districts quite a substantial proportion of house

holds depend on those source of drinking ... -vater. Amo~g them, 

the larger share of households get this facility outside 

their premises. It is important to notice that, except the 

neighbouring districts of Calcutta, in rest of the parts 

it 1 s the only source of water for 23% to 78% households. 

Among these districts, the condition is worst in Bankura, 

Birlhum, Dar jilit}g, Jalpaiguri, I•Ialda, Midnapur Puruliya, 
of 

West Rinjpur~ This shows the degree of bac~ardness/those 

region. 

61 



Therefore, this distributional pattern represent 

poor housing quality in respect of drinking ,.;ater facility. 

prevails in most of the regions. As the availability of this 

essential need is closely related with economic condition 

of the household . one can analyse this existing disparity 

from the view point of economic development. The districts 

of Bankura, Birlhum Puruliya, Midnapur, W. Rainjpur have_ 

been considered as economically backward. Here also, these 

districts have the highest share of households collecting water 

from unprotected source. Thus the low level of economic 

development can be considered as the major responsible factor 

for this existing poor condition. 

As the prime need of man, water is the most important 

component for living. From that point of view, it can be 

stated that, large proportion of households are suffering 

from low living standard in most of the parts of the state. 

3. 2. 2. Drinking \'later Facility in Rural Areas: 

Uusually in rural areas for poor economic condition 

large proportion of people depend on tank. river or well, 

for collecting drinking water. The facility 9f pump or tube 

well is very limited within some regions.The related table 

no.3.2 shows the clear picture about the facility of drinking 

water. From that table it is observed that only 10% of the 
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TABLE 3-2.' 

\'/EST BENGAL 

DIS'IRIBUTION OF RURAL HOUSEHOLDS WITH DRINKING WATER FACILITY 

1981 

s. Districts PW\'iP P\10P UN~W UNWOP 
No. 

1. Bankura 1.94 20.85 5.84 71.?6 

2. Bir1hum 5.82 57.86 3.53 32.78 

3. Bird wan 13.32 65.84 2.94 16.72 

4. Darji11ng 9.95 24.68 8.27 57.08 

5. Hawara 2.06 90.50 1.10 6. 32 

6. Hug1i 10.79 831.17 1.76 6. 'Zl 

7. Jalpaiguri 7.96 Z7.04 18.36 46.63 

8~ Kochlihar 31.63 ~.64 1.28 24.8) 

9. l\1a1da 7. 59 45.91 5. 78 40.70 

10. Midnapur 4.96 52.46 9.00 33.58 

11. flfur shid a bad 10.10 67.99 4.86. 10.98 

12. Nadia 28.32 69.93 3.97 6.76 

13. Puru1iya 40 7.16 (1) 9.57 82.86 

14. 24 -Pargana .10.70 82.17 .97 6.15 

15. W.Dinajpur 8.86 33.18 11.38 46.59 
16. \vest Bengal 10.04 55.74 6.02 28.19 

Source: Compiled from Census of India, 198.1, West Bengal 

part VIII A & B (ii) Household tables. 



households have tube well, pump or well within their pre

mises in the state as a whole. Except few districts, 

like Burowan, Hugli, Kochlihar Murshidabad, N~ia and 

24-Pargana, in rest _ of the parts this proportion varies 

from 196 to 9%. It is lowest in Bankura (1.9%) and Puruliya 

( 4096) whereas Kochliharhas the highest percentage ( 31.%) 

in this respect. This shows the poor economic condition 

of the rural people throughout the states which limits 
of 

their capability having own pump or well. 

The proportion is quite higher in respect of the next 

category households with· protected drinking water outside 

the premises. Here larger number of districts have more 
than ~% of the households with this facility. In spite of 

better condition, the picture of regional variation is 

also very prominent. This figure is highest in the three 

adjacent districts of Calcutta, Hawara ( 90%) Hugli ( 81%) 

24 Pargana ( 82~'). In Birlhum., Burdwan, Midanapur, Murshid

bad and Nadia this percentage varies from 52% to 67% .on 

the contrary, in rest of the parts 7% to 4576 households .. 

collect drinking water outside the pre~ises. 

Dependency on unprotected source of drinking water 

often creates health hazards in that particular region. 

Inspite of this it is observed that, huge proportion of 

households depend entirely on those source of water for 
"-.. 

drinking purpose. In ca~;e of unprotected water within the 

premise, the data show little variation within the districts. 



This proportion ranges from 1% to 18%. 

But over a broad region,a large section of populat-

ion does not have any alternative but using those 

source of unprotected water outside the premises. The con
out 

dition has turned to be worse in Bank.ura and Puruliya where 

the proportion is 71% & 81% respectively. Except Hawra, 

Hugli, Nadia, 24-Pargana, in rest of the parts this pro

portion varies from 16% to 57%. The distribution pattern 

would be more clear from map no.~ ca. 

Thus, all these above mentioned figures indicate 

poor housing quality as well as the intensity of poverty 

of the rural people. Besides, these also show the insigni

ficant relationship between levels of economic develop

ment and drinking water availability in some districts. 

3. 2. 3 Drinking \~·ater facility in urban areas: 

Uuuually, the urban peoples have much better econo

mic condition in comparison to rural areas. Thus, the situ

ation is quite different in this particular aspect of housing 

also. 

Table no. 3 ·will help to identify this contrasting 

picture. For better economic condition of the urbanities, in 

all the district much higher percentage of households have 



TABLE 3-3 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH DIFFERENT SOURCE OF 

DRINKING \vAT.ER (URBAN) ,1981 

S.No, Districts PWWP P\1/0P UNP.'viP UNPOP 

1. Bankura 12.13 ~.40 23.18 25.28 

2. Birlhum 11.16 46.56 aJ.75 21.51 

3. Burd.wan 33.~ 33.54 .11.64 21.43 

4. Calcutta 66.32 24.60 4.69 4. 38 

5. Darji1ing 19.71 23.66 37.ll 19.50 

6. Hawara 19.06 ~.08 13.25 a.~ 

7. Hug1i 33.30 54.79 6.95 4.94 

8, Jalpaiguri 21.48 16.21 38.53 23.77 

9. Kochlihar 62.77 14.54 14. fJ] 7.79 ' 

10. Malda 32.55 4.58 13.70 77.f!£J 

11. Midnapur 21.57 37.95 23.02 17.46 

12. Murshidabad 34.38 50.52 7.18 7.90 

13. Nadia 41.93 40.25 12.60 55. a:> 

14. Puruliya 19.78 33.67 18,13 28.40 

15. 24-Pargana 34.74 51.24 7.05 6,96 

16. W,Dirjapur 36.93 23.91 25.85 13.20 

17. West Bengal 38.67 41.12 10.59 9.62 

Source: Compiled .from Census of India, 1981, series 23, 
\'lest Bengal, Part VIII A&B ( ii) Household Tables. 
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their own scurce of drinking water. In case of within the 
-

premise, the proportion varies from ,11% to 62~t whereas, it 

is 14% to 58% for outside the premises. 

But, inspite of overall better situation, some 

districts have more developed condition. The pattern of 

regional variation has been shown clearly in map no.~9 

The main reason for this is the existing difference in 

levels of economic development. All the economically adv

anced districts, like Hawara, Hugli, Nadia, Murshidabad 

24- Pargana etc. provide the supply of protected drinking 

water to a large proportion of households. On the c:Jntrary 

in the less developed districts, like Bankura, Birlhum, 

J alpaiguri Pululiya more than 40 96 of the households collect 

drinking water from unprotected source. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that, joth in rural and urban areas, a sub

stantial proportion of house holds, live in poor housing 

condition in respect of unavailability of having proper 

source of drinking water which is a vital requirements of 

daily life. 

3.3 ELECTRICITY: 

The facility of electricity is one of the important 

indica tor of housing standard. It not only provides the 

source of power for domestic lighting, but also indicates 

access to various aspects of modern life. Therefore, it has 

become one of the necessary services rather than a luxury 

item for all the households •. 

?r 



TABLE 3-4 

WEST BEUGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS HAVII'IG EI..ECTRICITY,l9§l 

S.No. Districts Total Rural Urban 

1. Bankura 14i.~ 10.46 62.45 

2. Bir1hum 14.42 12.23 38.08 

3. Burd-wan 26.65 11.28 59.09 

4. Calcutta 83.66 83.66 

5. Darjiling 23.9 10.10 60.19 

6. Haora 26.79 5.69 48.95 

7. Hugli 22.85 9.84 49a7 

a. Jalpaiguri 14.01 9.17 44.49 

9. Kochlihar 7.61 3.23 70.98 
" 10. Midnapur 7.26 3.75 44.11 

lt. Murshidabad 7.67 4.34 38.63 

1~ Ncrlia 15.28 6.41 45.54 

1~. Puruliya 6.73 2.79 48.23 

1~ 24-Pargana 23.06 4.08 .50.61 

1;. \'l.D irajpur 8.47 5.28. 37.82 

10. West Bengal 21.08 7.01 57.86 

Source : Compiled from Census of India, 1981, Series 23, 

~'~est Bengal, Part VIII A&B (ii) ffiSuseho1d tables. 
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It is interesting to note that, in field survey 

people both. from rural and urban background, have given 

sClme weightage (19% ) to electricity, and they have pre

ferred it as the third important indicator for housing 

quality. From this the importance of electricity is easily 

understood. 

3. 3. 1 District level analVsis: 

The following table no. 3.4 shows, districtwise 

distribution of households in electrified houses. This 

table represents a unthinkable situation in West Bengal. 

which is considered as one of the urbanised state of the 

country. From the data it is observed ~hat, for the whole 

state ,only 21.% of the households enjoy this facility. 

Only the few districts, like, Dar jUing Malda, 24-Pargana 

Haora, Hugli, and Burdwan, have little higher percentage 

of householdswith electric! ty, than the state average 

This proportion ranges from 7% to 15>-b. over rest of the 

regions. Thus, with little regional variation, the overall 
' 

picture indicates poor housing quality in term of electri

city avaUabllity. 

3.3.2 Facility of electricity in rural areas: 

The rural electrification is still far from its 

target in the state of West Bengal. The related table repre

sents this fact, where only 3% to 19% of the rural households 

11-
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have electricity • In Bankura, Bulhum, and Burdwan this pro

portion is higher, ranging from 1016 to 12%. .-It\f is 

interesting to note that, in the adjoining districts of 

Calcutta, this proportion varies from 4% to 996 • The economic 

condition of people is expected to have a dominant role 

for the non-availability of electricity. It is also usually 

noticed\that inspite of electrification, the poor economic 

condition makes people incapable to bear the cost of electri

city. 

Thus, this factor has determined such a poor condition 

all over the state. Regarding this situation it is stated 

that rural West Bengal is suffering from poor housing quality 

in respect of electricity availability. 

3.3.3. Facility of Electricity in Urban Areas: 

In urban areas, electricity is considered as an in

dispensible item far daily life. Thus, in comparison to 

rural areas, the urbanities enjoy this facility more in number. 

The proportion of householdsin electrified houses, ranges 

from 37% to 83% in the different districts. It is highest in 

Calcutta. Inspite of better situation, in some districts 

this proportion is far from expectation. In Birhum, Haora, 

Hugli, Jallpuri, ltiidanapur, Nurshidabad, Puruliya it ranges 

from 37% to 4976 • It is difficult to explain the reason 

for this low proportion in the industrilised and urbanised 

,1ct 



districts like Haora, Hugli, 24 -Parganas. Therefore, 

inspite of better situation the overall picture does not 

show a good condition for an urban area. 

The rural urban disparity in this particular 

aspect is clearly shown from the fig. no.'~- The proport

ion of households with electricity is much higher in 

the urban areas. This c_:reat rural urban disparity 

indicates the difference in economic condition of tm 
at the same time, 

households. But , it is important to note that, levels 

of economic development do not have any impact on th~ 

availability of electric! ty, within the districts. 

3.4 TOILET: 

Toilet is considered as one of the most important 

requirements for a healthy living stanaard. Adequate 

toilet facility ensure the proper disposal of human waste, 

and minimise hazards to health by preventing the spread 

of diseases. For this reason, proper toilet facility is 

eesential for each an every household. From the· fie]s:i survey 

it is seen that people from urban areas have given highest 

weightage (28%) to toilet facility and consider it as the 

most important indicator for good housing quality. Thus 

considering its importance it is important to analyse the 

housing quality in respect of toilet facility. Inspite of 

its importance and requirements in rural area also, for non-· 



TABLE 2-5 

WEST BENGAL 

DI5TRIBUTION OF TOn.E:rFACILITY IN URBAN HOUSEHOLDS,l98J. 

s.No. Districts Toilet 

1. Bankura 36.65 1r~~ 
2. Birlhum 41.65 . Jb ft to 

3. Burdwan 69.66 )D '3 
4. Calcutta 92.97 1.. :l. I 

I 

5. Darjiling 67.13 II ~ ~ 

6. Haora 78.42 ~ t. .2-

7. Hugli 77.72 ·t; ~ 3. 

8. Kochilhar 82.50 ~ y; ~-

9. Jal.paiguri 62.17 12. 12-

10. I1clida 72.43 1- ~~ 

11. Midnapur 57.95 I~ I 4 

12. fvlurshidabad 47.49 I~ 
I I 

13. Nadia 79.65 % ~ ::;. 
14. Puruliya 49.20 IL.f ~ 4 
15. 24-Pargana 81.34 ;~ 4 
16. w.Dinajpur 79.49 ~ Is-
1-T. - .. ·.,; t·~B·· - al 7+ 'l !) ~·es _ eng ---------"---- -----~· .-- .-"- -3---

Source: Comptlted from Census o:f India, Series, 23, West B~al 

Part VIII A&B ( ii), Household tables. 
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availability of d-ata it has been taken as an indicator .of 

housing quality only for urban areas. 

On the basis of selected indicator the following table 

No.3.5 Shows district wise distribution of household with 

toilet facility. From that table it is observed that the 

data on the availability of toilet facility represents quite 

a good situation for the state as a whole. In the state, 

about 78% of the urban households have toilet facility. This 

proportion is higher than the state average in Calcutta, 

Haora, Hugl1, 24-Pargana, Koch1lads ( 9 3%) with toilet facility. 

Apart from these districts this percentage is also higher in 

Malda, Jalpaiguri, Darjiling ,Nadia, and Burdwan districts, 

ranging from 60% to 72%. All these districts are more 

urbanised and developed. Rest of the districts have poor 

si tuaion in respect of toilet facility, where only 36% to 

58% households have this facility. The poor economic con

dition of the house holds is responsible to make the situation 

poorer in those districts.Thus, from this it is stated that, 

these districts have poor housing quality in respect of toilet 

facility. 



3. 5 SUMI~u\RY: 

From the preceeding analysis it is observed that 

the basic housing amenities are not available to the 

larger section of households. Specially in case of 

electricity the condition is worse. Only 21.% of the 

households can avail this facility while this proportion 

has become 7% in case of rural areas. 

In respect of basic amenities also the rural-urban 

differential is very prominent. In rural areas about 65% 

of the households use protected source of drinking water 

and 7% of the households can avail the facility of 

electricity. On the contrary, these proportions have 

increased to 8J% and 58% in the respective urban areas. 

It is interesting to mark that the availability 

of electricity is distributed quite uniformly irrespective 

of the factor of economic development. But in the context 

of drinking water and toilet facility, the impact of 

economic development is quite prominent. 

Therefore it may be stated that the levels of basic 

amenities depend partially on the factor of economic deve

lopment. 



CHAPTER - IV 

INTENSITY OF USE 

4. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The factor of cro'ltding is usually considere:l as one 

of the determining imicator of housing quality. In this 

chapter the condition of crowding has been analysed from den

s! ty and privacy of person. 

Therefore, the main objective of this ohapter, is 

to focus on the existing pattern of density of persons and the 

degree of privacy at the househol?-, and thereby to examine the 

quality of housing and 1 ts regional variation. 

The following indicators have been used for analysing 

the c·ro\\ding condition both in rural and urban areas: 

1) Persons per household 

2) Average number of rooms per household 

3) Proportion of household having one room 

4) Percentage of households hving less than 1 person 

per room. 

5) Percentage of households having 1-2 persons per room 

6) Percentage of households having 2-3 persons per room 

7) Percentage of households having >-4 persons per room 

8) Percentage of households having 4+ persons per room 

9) Percentage of households where 2 or more couples share 
one room. 



on account of these indicators, the districts show 

various picture about the crow:ling situation. 

4. 2 THE AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD RISE: 

The average size of the household partially deter

mine the extent of crol«ling situation in the house. Table 
of 

No.4.1 shows districtwise distribution of average household 

size. From that table, two important fea'b.lres are marked out: 

a) Uniform pattern of average household size, am 
b) little rural urban difference. 

Throughout the state the average household side 

ranges between 5 to -_6. The average household size is 

little higher in rural areas which can partially create 

conjestion problem in the house. 

lne figures of average household size throughout 

the state indicate crowding situation in the house. There 

-fore, it is important to analyse the extent of crowding 

with the help of other indicators. 

4. 3 THE SPECIAL PAl'TERN OF CROWDING AND ITS'S EXTENT: 

The extent of crol«iing has been analysed with 

the help of number of rooms/household,/. percentage of 

householdsin one room and persons per room. 



TABLE 4-1 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD, 19§1 

Districts Total Rural Urban 

Bankura 5.76 5.77 5. 73 

Birlhum 5.58 5.59 5.44 

Burdwan 5.62 5.95 5.93 

Calcutta 5.~ 5. 23 

Darjiling 5.28 5.28 5. 'Zl 

Haora 5.55 5.99 5.10 

Hugli 5.65 5.97 5.02 

Jalpaiguri 5.28 5.'Zl 5.36 

Kochlihar 5. 36 5.35 5.54 

Nalda 5.82 5.82 5.79 

Nidnapur 5.75 5. 78 5.53 

Murshidabad 5.83 5.86 5.60 

Nadia 5.90 5.99 5.58 

Puruliya 5.55 5.54 5.74 

24-Pargana 5.57 5.78 5.'Z:l 

W.Dinajpur 5.49 5.45 5.90 

·~;;. Beng a.1 5.61 5.74 5.26 

Source: Compil:ted from Census of India, 19Sl series 23, 
West Bengal Part VIII A&B (i) household tables. 



4. 3. 1 District level· analysis: 

Table no.4.2 shows the figures for district total. 

This table shows that, the number of rooms per 

household varies between one to two rooms. Indefinitely, 

these figures indicate quite a high concentration of popu

lation in the house. Bes.id es, in ,.;ach district more than 

50% of the households live in one room tena, :nent. In case 

of N~ia, 24-Pargana and W.Binajpur this proportion has 

increased to more than 60%. All these .figures represent the 

incapability o.f the household to live spaciously. With the 

economic inability, the space problem also is expected to 

act a dominant role to make this oro'ttding problem. On 

account of those indicators, it is stated that, the extent 

of crowding shows quite a uniform pattern. The extent of 
has been analysed 

crowiing/by using the indicator persons per room • From 

that table it is observed that, persons per room has 

increased with the decrease in number of rooms per household. 

In all the districts, very few proportion of house

holds have density of persons less than one per room. In 

Burdwan and Darjiling,highest proportion of households have 

density one to two persons per room, where the average 

number of room is ·also higher. In rest of the parts, this 

proportion is .,_,ore or less uniform. Huch variation is obser-· 

ved in case of more than three persons per room which repre

sent the ;;::~_.: actual picture of cro\liding. 

Thus, on the basis of this indicator, the di.stricts 

have been grouped to find out the intensity of cro~!ng .• 
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TABLE 4-2 

WEST BENGAL 

OCCUPATION DENSITY OF THE HOUSEHOLDS (TOTAL ) ,1981 

s. Districts 
No, 

1. Bankura 

2. Birlhum 

3. Burdwan 

4, Calcutta 

5. Dar ji11ng 

6, Haora 

7. Hugli 

8, Jalpaiguri 

9. Kochlihar 

10,Malda 

1l.M1dnapur 

12.Murshidabad. 

13,Nadia 

14,Puruliya 

15,24-Pargana 

16, W,Dirnajpur 

17,W.Bengal 

Average 
no, of 
rooms 

1, 81. 

2.05 

1.72 

1.83 

1.81 

1,76 

1,71 

1.68 

1.70 

1.45 

1,64 

1.47 

1.49 

1.66 

h
% of Person5}!r room 
ouse- Less 1-2 2-3 4 4+ 

holds than per- per- person 
having 1 per- sons son 
one per-80n 
son. 

56.51 

53.29 

45.35 

53.00 

43.06 

55.28 

50.60 

53.45 

54.07 

53.88 

54.42 

55.19 

69.07 

54.86 

67.55 

64.53 

56.92 

1.00 23.7318.53 27.43 Zl.97 

1.50 26.50 18.54 26.32 25.43 

2. 90 32. 26 18, 50 23. 85 19. 24 

1,67 3.44 18.58 19.96 21.30 

3.13 34.17 20,14 21.40 19.14 

.98 27.75 18.28 26.03 24.92 

1,32 C3.J3 19.""51 25.53 22.72 

1. 25 24.30 20.58 26.86 24.33 

.65 26.73 23.75 25.98 21.83 

• 55 23.07 21.. 21 v. 38 26,34 

.95 23.91 17.76 26,14 28.62 

1.14 23.91 18,64 27.11 28.12 

• 60 16. 26 15.86 26.25 40. 35 

• 69 24.00 20. "57 27.98 25. 29 

• 66 20.25 17.03 23.22 35.76 

• 38 18.64 19.93 28.10 31.58 

1,'14 24.88 18,58 25. J3 27.91 

Source: Compiled from Census of India 1981, Series 23, 
West Bengal, Part VIII A&B ( i~, Household tables, ..., 



TABLE 4-3 

WEST BENGAL 

SPATIAL PATTERN OF CRO\'lDING, J.98l 

Range 

Low ( 40-50% ) 

Medium ( 50-60%} 

H1gh>6o% 

Districts 

Burdwan, Calcutta, Darjiling, Hugli 

Kochlihur. 

Bankura, Birlhum, Halda, lvlidnapur, 

Puruliya, 24-Pargana, Hurishdaboo, 

W .D inajpur. 

N~ia 



From the preceeding table, the relative variation is 
within 

observed ,the overall high congestion. But without other related 

factors it is dif~icult to explain this variation.Thus, it can 

be concluded that, in all the districts of West Bengal, large 

number of households suffering from poor housing quality in respect 

of crowiing condition. 

4. 3. 2 The extent of cro~ing in rural areas; 

The preference of rural people for large family size 

a~d their economic incapability, ~sually create the crowding 

problem in rural areas. Table.4.4 shows the spatial pattern 

of cro...-.ding condition in the rural parts of different 

districts. In this case also, the average number of rooms 

per household is more or less same for all the districts. 

Again it ranges between one to two room per household on an 

average. Besides, except Burdwan, Hugli and Darjiling, in all 

the districts more than ~%of the households live in one room. 

In case of Nadia and 24 Pargana it has an increased to 70% ,as 

these two districts have less number of roo~s per household. 

All the districts show more or less similar picture in case 

of density of persons less than one, one to two and two to three 

per room. Little better situation is observed in Burdvan, and 

Dar.jiling, where higher proportion of households " ( -'3%- 33%) · 

have density of persons per room one to two. To find out the extent 

of crowing the following table . has been prepared. 



OCCUP ATIOI~ 

Sl. District 
No. 

1. Bankura 

2. Bir1hum 

3. Burdwan 

4. Dar jiling 

5. Haora 

6. Hugli 

7. Jalpaiguri 

a. Kochlihar 

9. Malda 

10. Midn~v.1r 

. TABLE 4-4. 

WEST BENGAI, 

DENSITY OF THE RURAL HOUSEHOLDS 

1981 

Average % of Persons ~er room 
no.of house- Less 1-2•3 3=4 
rooms holds than per- person person 

1.66 

1.86 

1.73 

2.01 

1.70 

1. 59 

1.72 

1.70 

1.66 

having one son 
one room per

son 

4 + 

11.Murshidabad 1.67 

57.23 .as 23.15 18.55 27.67 28.46 

53.61 1.41 26.15 18.43 25.56 25.74 

48.10 2.18 30.54 19.11 25.38 21.33 

41.51 3.18 33.36 20.36 21.75 19.54 . 

50.34 • 79 22.40 18.29 :n. 52 26.45 

47.34 1.05 26.86 19.72 27.77 23.10 

52.95 1.16 23.99 aJ79 27.31 24.17 

53.78 .62 26.83 24.00 26.07 21.46 

54. 2j .48 22.00 21.22 18.48 2.6. 57 

55.56 • 76 23.07 17.78 26.46 29.51 

55.82 1.01 22.51 18.6o 27.42 28.6o 

12.Nadia 

13.Puruliya 

14.24 Pargana 

15. W .Dinajpur 

16. W. Bebgal 

1. "57 

1.59 

1.33 

1.46 

1.62 

72.12 

55.85 

74.38 

• 29 14. 25 16. 32 26. 66 4 3.10 

.53 23.23 20.60 28.45 25.72 

.23 14.02 15.67 25.21 43.34 

65.82 • 31 18.28 20. 22 28.13 31.74 

58.24 • 86 22.33 18.56 26.73 29.88 

Source: Compited from Census of India, 1981 Series 23, West 

Bengal Part VIII A&j (i) Household Tables. 



TABLE 4-5 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS HAVING DENSITY OF PERSONS MORE 

THAN THREE PER ROOM 

Rnage 

Low 
(45%- 55%) 

Hediwn 

< 55·:·~ - 65%> 

High 

">65~ 

(Total), 1981 

Districts 

Birlhum, Burdwan, Darjiling, Hugli, .Jalpaiguri, 

Kochilpur, Jl1alda, Paurliya. 

Bankura, Haora, Midanapur, Murshidabad, W.Dinajpur 

Nadia, 24 Pargana 

Table 4·5 ·. shows the regional variation within the districts, 

which is dif.ficul t to explain. This can't be explained only 

on the basis of population density, average household size and 

economic development seperately. In case of Nadia, and 24 Pargana 

high.population density, with high refugee flow may make the 

cro~ing condition critical. For rest of the regions, all the. 

factors together influence to make this variation.Without reg

arding the regional variation, over all high oonjestion can 

be noticed easily. Throughout the state,45% to ~0~ households 

live in crowded condition. Therefore, it is stated that, as a 

result of various .factors, the rural areas of West Bengal are 

facing the p~blem of conjestion, as well as poor housing quality. 



TABLE 4-6 

WEST BENGAL 

OCCUPATION D&~SITY OF URBAN HOUSEHOLDS 

1~81 -Sl. Districts Average %of Person ;eer room 
4 -No. no.of house- Less 1-2 2-3 :;..4 + 

room/H. H. holds than personper- per-
having one son son 
one room.per-

son 

1. Bankura 2.07 47.65 2.47 "5). 79 18.35 24.49 21..95 

2. Birlhum 2.08 49.81 2.49 3). ~ 19.72 23.73 22.08 

3. Burdwan 1.83 ~.54 4.42 26.22 17.4o 20.62 14.85 

4. Calcutta 1.81 53.00 1.67 33.44 18.58 19.96 21.36 

5. Darjiline 2.16 47.14 2.95 !6. 31. 19.55 20.49 18.08 

6. Haora 1.74 60.46 1.18 33.36 18. Zl 21.33 23.31 

7. Hug11 1.76 57.19 1.87 34.52 18.65 20.99 21.97 

a. Jalpaiguri 1.72 56. 6:) 1.77 26.28 19.31 24.03 26.25 

9. :,:ochlihar 1.81 58.26 1.14 25.28 20.01 24.66 27.12 

lO.Malda 1.98 4o.17 2.08 28.44 20.96 20.59 21.72 

11.1\iidnapur 1.98 42.35 2.92 32.67 17.64 22.79 19.30 

12.Mursh1dabad 1.97 49.29 2.33 28.95 18.99 23.96 23.62 

13.Nadia 1.73 58.69 1.67 23.14 24.86 24.86 30.94 

14.Puru1iya 2.21 44.38 2. 33 32.12 17.98 22.96 20.81 

15.24-Pargana 1.68 57.63 1.13 29.50 19.14 22.00 24.75 

16. \i .Dinajpur 1.75 53.05 1.02 21.81 19.09 27.87 ~.15 

17. w~ Bengal 1.78 53.48 1.87 31.56 18.62 21.89 22.48 

Source: Comp~ from Census of India, 1981, series 23, 
vlest Bengal Part VIII A&B ( i) Household tables. 



4. 3. 3 The extent of crovning 1n urban areas: 

Usually space problem is more acute 1n urban areas 

than the rural. But at the same time often the better 

economic condition dominates that existing space scarcity.For 

this reason, from table No.4.6 it is observed that, the 

avera~:.e number of rooms per household quite higher than 

the rural areas. In all the districts, the households 

have more than one room, while Bankura, Birlhum, Darjiling 

and Puruliya have en an average more than two rooms per 

household. Besides, the percentage of households in one 

room ranges between 3:196 to 6056. lesser than rural areas. 

The table shows that, higher percentage of households 

varying from 1% to 4% , having density of persons less 

than one per room. In the next category of density per 

room, the percentage is also comparatively higher than the 

rural counterparts. For analysing the extent of crow::ling 

property, the following table has been prepared. 

TABLE 4-7, 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS HAVING DENSITY OF PERSONS 
¥iORE THAN THREE Pill ROOH 

Range 
LO\-J 

35%- 45% 
l~1edium 

45%- 55% 

High>55% 

(URBAN ) ,1981 

Districts 
~---------------------------

Malda, Hurshidabad, l'Ud.napur, 
Burdwan, Calcutta, Darjiling, Haora,Hugli 

Bankura, Birlhum, Jalpaiguri,Kochliar 
Pirtiliya. 
Nadia, W.Dinajpur. 



From this table it is observed that, most·of the 

economically developed and urbanised districts, like Haora, 

Hugli, Calcutta, 24-Paragana, Burdwan have comparatively 

low crowiing problem. It is expected that space scarcity 

would be acute in those densely populated, urbanised 

districts. Hence, it is stated that most of the households 

have been able to overcome the space problem for their 

better economic c::>ndi tion. Even L"'l Calcutta also, the 

crowing is not so acute problem. In case of Nadia and 

W.Dinajpur population density and low level of economic 

development have increased the degree of conjestion. 

But inspite of regional variation, and better con

dition than rural area, the over all picture of cro\'.ding 

is not negligible. In most of the districts,more than 40% 

of the households are suffering from the problem of crow

ding, as well as poor housing quality. Thus in urban areas 

also the economic factor have not made any significant 

difference in this asoect. 

By comparing the rural and urba'l areas it is observed 

that, the degree of crowding is higher in rural areas, 

which is quite unusual. The main reason for this, is the 

difference in levels of economic condition of the households. 

For this reason the economically poor rural people are suff

ering a lot from poor houseing qual! ty, in respect of cro\\ding 

intensity. 



I 

The extent of crowing is considered as a important 

component for good housing quality. From that point of view, 

the high degree of conjestion in the districts of West Bengal, 

indicate poor houseing quality for a large section of 

population. 

4.4. PRIVACY CONDITION OF THE HOUSEHOLD: 

Apart from density, privacy is another important 

requirement for each person both in rural and urban areas. 

But in a densely populated, and economically poor cotmtry 

like India, it is difficult for many people to maintain 

privacy. 

~1 the field survey it is observed that, people both 

from rural and urban background have given importance to 

that factor. \Yhile rural people have given 16% weightage to 

privacy , for urban areas it become 10%. Therefore, as 

another direction of crowding, the privacy factor has been 

analysed to identify the housing quality. Table 4.8 deals 

with number of couples per household, which is quite uniform 

throughout state, ranging between one to m two. Though, 

1 t is 11 ttle higher in some rural areas as a resu.J. t 

of large family size and joint family strcutnre , the 
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Sl.No. 

-1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

~. 

s. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

TABLE 4-8 

WEST BENGAL 
I 

DISTRIBUTION OF COUPLES PER HOUSEHOLD 21981. 

Districts Total Rural 

Bankura 1.33 1.33 

Birlhum 1.30 1. ?0 

Burdwan 1.26 1.23 

Calcutta 1.26 

Darjiling 1.19 1.18 

Haora 1.23 1.26 

Hug1i 1.25 1. 26 

Kochlihar 1. aJ 1.20 

Jalpaiguri 1.18 1.18 

I"1alda 1.28 1.28 

Midanapur 1.28 1.29 

Murshidabad 1.29 1.19 

Nadia 1.24 1.25 

24 Pargana 1.23 1.23 

Puruliya 1.35 1. 35 

W.Dinajpur .34 .34 
i>/e st Bengal 1. 24 1. 27 

Urban 

1.23 

1.24 

1.20 

1.26 

1.22 

1. 23 

1.23 

1. 22 

1.28 

1.24 

1.24 

1. 24 

1.22 

1.22 

l.V 

.38 
1.23 

0 
Household excluding households \'lith1 number of couples. 
Source: Compdl:ted .from census of India, 1981, Series 23, VI est 

Bengal, Part VIII A&B ( i) Household tables. 



variation is negligible. For this uniform pattern, 

the number of couples per household is not· expected to 

have any significant impact to make difference in privacy 

condition. 

Table no.4.9 shows districtwise distribution of 

households, where 2 or more couples share one_ room. For 

the state as a whole, 7% of the households live in above 

mentioned condition. This proportion is higher than the 

state average in Nadia , 24-Parganas, Bankura, Puruliya, 

Birlhum, and Midnapur. Over rest of the regions it ranges 

between 4% to 6%. 

This proportion is also not very high in rural 

areas, where it varies between 3% to 10%. 

As the urbanities are more concern about the privacy 

factor, this proportion has decreased :to 1%- 7% 1n urban 

parts. It is interesting to note that, this proportion is 

not high in the urbanised and densely populated areas like 

Calcutta, 24 Pargana, Haora, Hugli and Burdwan. As-discussed 

earlier, all those districts are economically well off. 

Thus, greater proportion of households are capable to 

maintain privacy probably for small family size nuclear 

family structure and better economic condition. 

Apart from the little regional variation, it is 

concluded that, the privacy condition is not so bad througR 

out the state. 



Sl.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8, 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

TABLE 4-9. 

WEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD WHERE 2 OR I~ORE COUPLE SHARE 

ONE ROOM 

Districts Total Rural Urban 

Bankura 8.55 8,60 7.73 

Birlhum 9.63 9..77 7.86 

Burel wan 6.38 6.27 6,70 

Calcutta 6.38· 6. 38 

Darji11ng 5.94 6.13 5.42 

Haora 4,70 4.16 5.30 

Hug11 4:64 4,04 5.83 

Jalpaiguri 5.15 5. 20 4.85 

Koch11har 3. 34 3.09 6.~ 

I~alda 5.24 5. 25 4.99 

Midnapur 9. 59 9.78 6. 73 

f4ur shidabad 6. ;<) 10.22 1.03 

Nadia 8.18 8,42 7.09 

Puru1iya 9.71 10.01 5.64 

24 Par§ana 8.35 9.{t3 5.90 

w,Dinajpur 5,66 5.63 6.03 

West Bengal 7.27 7.62 - 6.08 

Source: Compmted from census o:f India:->1981, series, 23 Part , West 
Bengal ,Part VIII A&B ( i) Hcu seho1d tables, 

\ 



All the above mentioned tables represent a clear 

pictures about the extent and spatial pattern of crowding 

in the districts of West Bengal. From that, one can 

summarise the important features related to that fact. 

~I 



4. 5 SUf•1MARY: 

The earlier analysis · reveals that, the crow:iing 

problem is more acute in rural areas than the urban parts, 

where space problem is a vital phenomenon. In rural areas, 

45% to 65% of the households have density of persons more 

than three per room. But this proportion has been limited 

within 35?.'~ to 55% in a case of urban areas. Thus, the 

significant difference in economic condition of the house

hold may be responsible for this situation. 

Apart from_rural-urban disparity, the regional var

iation is not so prominent. The overall uniform household 

/size, number of rooms per household, and space scarcity to

gether may dominate the influence of economic development. 

Therefore, it may be stated that, the extent of crow

ding is not only controlled by the economic capacity of :the 

household, but also depends a lot on various other factors. 



CHAPTFR - V 

THE QUALITY OF HOUSING 

5. 1 D~TRODUCTION: 

In this chapter an attempt is made to identify the 

housing quality by compositing variables analysed in the 

earlier chapters, and to analyse the housing quality in relat

ion to economic development. Alongwith this,effort has been 

given to find out the inter-relationship between the variable 

of b~ilding material and the other housing variables. 

Thus, the primary objective of this chapter is to 

study the regional variation in housing quality and to analyse 

this in relation to the levels of economic development of 

those regions. 

The quality of housing of each district has been 

analysed on the basis of composite scares·, prepared from the 

following selected indicators. 

1. Percentage of households in semi-pucca (III) houses type. 

2. Percentage of households in pucca houses. 

3. Percentage of households in electrified houses. 

4. Percentage of households with protected drinking water 

within premises. 

to 3 



5. Percentage of households with protected drinking 

water source outside the premises. 

6. Percentage of households with toilet facility 

(only for urban) 

7. Percentage of households where density of person 

less than one per room. 

B. Percentage of households where density of persons 

one to two per room. 

9. Percentage of households where two or more couples 

share more than one room. 

The method of modified principal component analysis 
.,. 

has been used to prepare the composite scores.These 

composite scores of housing quality have been cross tabu

lated with the index of economic development. 

Besides, three correlation matrices have been 

prepared by using all the housing indicators as mentioned in 

methodology chapter. From those matrices the relationships 

between those indicators are understood clearly. 

5. 2 SPATIAL PATTE&\! OF HOUSING QUALITY AND IT'S RELATION 

~'liTH LSVELS OF ECONQivUC DEVELOPEEi'-TT, 

For analysing the spatial pattern it is important 

to notice the inter-relationship between those variables. 

I o t, 



The overall housing quality depends on this existing 

interrelationship between the housing indicators. 

Because, high correlation between the negative aspects 

of housing quality may lead to overall poor housing 

quality and vice-versa. Since, those fotors are related 

\'lith the factor of economic development. that correlation 

will help to explain the relationship between levels of 

economic develop~ent and housing quality. 

5. 2. 1 District level analysis: 

Appendix No. ~ presents the correlation among 

all the variables. From that table it is observed that, the 

indicator of kutcha house has correlation (.58) with 

non-availability of electricity, unprotected water supply 

within (.497) the premise and outside (.60) the premise 

and density of four persons per room. On the other hand, 

it has negative correlation with electricity availability 

(-.68), protected water supply within (-.53) and outside 

(-.33) premise. On the contrary, the indicator of pucca 

house is possitively correlated with electricity availabi

lity (. 90), pro tee ted water within premise (. 73) and 

negatively correlated with unprotected water within (-.38) 

and outside premise (-.59). r~st of these values are 

significant. (For level of significance, see appendix (I ) • 



TABL~ 5-1 

\'t'EST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF INDEX OF HOUSING QUALITY ( TOTAL,19.§l) 

Districts 

1. Bankura 

2. Birbhum 

3. Burdwan 

4. Calcutta 

5. Darji1ing 

6. Haora 

7. Haora 

e. Jalpaiguri 

. 9. Kochbihar 

10. 1\laJ.da 

11. I1idnapur 

12. I .. 1urshidabad 

13. Nadia 

14. Puru.1iya 

15. 24-Pargana 

16. \v .Dinajpur 

17. \'Jest 3engal 

Index. of housing 
quality1 

.676 

.007 

1,634 

3.83 

1,126 

1. 56 

1. 56 

.716 

,871 

1.006 

• 676 

.993 

1. 331 

.623 

1.457 

,604 

1.28 

1. (For Computation see methodology paction). 



-This relationship indicates a definite dimension about 

the existing housing quality. As shown in the earlier 

chapters, the level of economic develppment has partial 

relationship with all those indicators. Thus, from these 

relationships it may be assumed that the relationship 

between economic development and housing quality will be 

strong. Thus in the following tables an attempt is made to 

analyse this assumed relationship. 

Table No.5.1 shows district wise variation. 

For examining this regional variation distinctly the dis

tricts have been grouped into three category. 

TABLE 5-2 

\VEST BENGAL 

LEVELS OF HOUSING QUALITY (19812 

Levels of housing Range Di5tricts 
quality 

Low 17 YU>chlihar,Jalpaiguri, lv.Dinajpur, 

t-1oderate 1-2 

High 

!•lurshidabad ,~lidnapur ,Bankura, , 
Puruliya, Birbhum. 

Darjiling, Malda, Nadia 24-Parganc 

Haora, Hugli Burdwan. 

CaJ.cutta 



/ 

This table shows that,except Calcutta all the districts 

lie L~ comparatively low or moderate level of housing 

quality. Thus, it indicates til:! extent of regional disparity 

in respect of its housing quality. The pattern of this 

variation may be explained from the following table. This 

cross-tabulated table presents the relationship between 

level of economic development and housing quality. 

TABLE 5-3 

RELATIONSHIP BETV/EEN LEVEL OF ECONOf.liC DEVELOPf-1El{T 

AND HOUSING QUALITY ( T'IDTAL, 1981 ) 

.., ~· 

.L , ,J 2 
" 

High 

Noderate 

High 

Calcutta 

Hoderate 

Darjiling, 

24-Pargana, 

Haor:~. 

Higli, !·1alda 

Nadia, 
Burd,~an. 

1. Levels of economic development. 

2. Levels of housLl'lg qu~ity. 

Low 

i·l.Dinajpur, Kochlihar, 

Jalpaiguri, i·iurshidabad 

Puruliya 

Nidnapur, Bankura, 

Birbhum 



. 
WEST BENGAL 

QUALITY OF HOUSING AND LEVELS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

DISTRIC T TOTAL 

N 

r 

INDEX 

{ INDEX OF ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT 



This table e:x-plains that the level of economic ~evelopr.1ent 
/ 

has quite significant impact in determining the housing 

quality. It has been hypothesised that, with the higher 

level of economic development, the housing quality also 

will be high and vice-versa. This hypothesis has been proved 

significantly in case of Calcutta, Hugli, Nalda, Nadia, 

Burdwan, Midnapur, Bankura and Birbhum districts. For the 

remaining districts the hypothesis has been proved partly. 

In those districts quality of housing has not keep parity 

";i th the level of economic development. Other"\-Jise, it may 

be stated that, the impact of economic development on housing 

quality is quite noticable. 

5. 2.JA Analysis of Housing quality in rural areas: 

The inter correlation bet\'leen the negative aspects 

of housing qu3lity is expected to be hizh in rural areas. 

But the correlation table 1 indicates different picture in 

this context. 

From that table it is observed that, the indicator of 

kutcha house is negatively correlated with protected vmter 

outside the premise (-.50) and dnprotected \-Jater outside the 

premise (.44). In case of electriqity availability and pro-

tected water within the premise, the correlation values are 

(-.12) and (-.03) resp:?ctively, ·v;hich stlO\·.'S insignificant 

1. For correlation table, see appendix. 

l1 0 



TABLE 5-4 

DISTRIBUTION OF IND.SX OF HOUSING ·~UALITY (RURAL 1981) 

Sl.No •. Districts 

1. Bankura 

2. Birbhum 

3. Burel wan 

4. Darjiling 

5. Haora 

6. Hug1i 

7. Jalpaiguri 

8. Kochbihar 

9. ~Ialda 

10. Iiidnapur 

11. ;\·urshidabad 

12. Nadia 

13. Puru1iya 

14. 24-Pargana 

15. ·t,r. Din ajpur 

\ ( \ 

Index of housing 
. quality 

2.13 

2.66 

3.88 

3.0J 

3.42 

3.93 

2.15 

2.42 

3.46 

2.04 

3.15 

2.53 

1.90 

2.87 

1.76 



/ 

relationship. The relationships with semi-pucca (III) 

category also are insignificant. On the other hand, 

the indicator of pucca house is significantly correlated 

only with protected water outside the premise (.69), 

unprotected water within the (-.54) and outside (-.55) 

the premise. These relationship indicate the importance 

of drinking water in rural areas. 

These insignificant relationships also indicate the 

pattern of housing quality throughout the districts irres

pecti··:e of the level of economic development. Therefore, 

it may assumed that in rural \{est Bengal the relationship 

be~~een housing quality and economic development will not 

be prominent. Table 5.4 displays the regional variation 

of housing quality in rural areas. In Table no. 5.6 the 

districts have been grouped according to the level of 

housing quality. 

TABLE 5-5 

LEVELS OF HOUSING QUALITY (RURAL,l981) 

tevels of housing 
g,uality. 

I1'Ioderate 

High 

Range 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

Districts 

\V .D inajpur, Puruliya, 
Kochlihar, Jalpaiguri 

24-Pargana, Nidnapur 

Bankura, Birbhum 

Darjiling,Burdwan ; .. ialda, 
Hurshidabad, Nadia,Haora, 
Hugli 



This table indicates quite distinct variation in ho~sing 

quality. The following table No.5.6 explains this var

iation by using index of economic development. 

TABLE 5-6 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVELS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOP.ir!ENT 

Ai'lD HOUSING QUALITY (RURAL, 19 81 ) 

, 
1 

, , 
Hiah Noderate Low , 

" 0 , 2 , ., 

High 1\'ialda, 
Hurshidabad 

Nadia 

Hoderate Hugli, Kochbihar W.Dinajpur 
Burdwan Birbhum 

Low Haora J alpaiguri, 

Darjiling Midnapur, Puruliya 
Bankura, 
24-Pargana 

1. Levels of economic development 

2. Levels of housing quality 

This table represents the partial relationship between 

economic development and housing quality.The relationship 

is direct and significant only in Nalda, Nadia, Hurshidabad, 

Kochbihar, Birbhum and Puruliya districts. 

It has already been hypothesised that, \vi th higher 

level of economic development higher will be the housing 

II~ 
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quality and vice-versa. But this hypothesis has been 

proved only for the above mentioned districts. For the re

maining parts, this relationship is quite unique.The dis

tricts of Hugli, Burd.wan, Haora and Darjiling enjoy 

high housing quality inspite of having low to moderate 

level of economic development .Thus, the hypothesis .has 

been rejected in case of those districts. Hence, it may 

be concluded t:1at in the rural areas the level of economic 

development has partial impact in determining the housing 
~~ ~ . . ... •. _\...,- ~)-::), ,,......~ l:. ~:··. ,~·~,.·:~ quality ·lf i ~<!.~\'?>), c- .._ ~ o..J-..--~) -~' ·· ·' · ..... '" '·· 

5. 2.3 The quality of housing in urban areas: 

The above mentioned correlations are stronger 

in respect of urban areas. The indicator of kutcha house is 

correlated with n-:)n-availability of electricity (. 38), protected 

water within the premise (.487)a unprotected water outside 

the premise (.611) and non-availability of toilet (.68). 

But the semi-pucca (III) category is insignificantly corre

lated with all those variables (see Appendix :n.t) Besides, the 

indicator of pucca house is only significantly correlated with 

protected water outside premise (.511) and unprotected water 

within premise (-.761) .Therefore, it may be stated that the 

housing variables are distributed partly irrespective of the 

levels of economic development. Thus these insignificant corre- _~ 

lations may make the relationship between housing quality 

and level of economic development quite insignificant. 
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TABLE 5-7 

~·lEST BENGAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF DIDEX OF HOUSING QUALITY (URBAN,l981) 

Districts Index of h~)usmg quality 

Bankura 2.57 

Birbhum 2.48 

Burdwan 3. 57 

Calcutta 3.66 

Darji1ing 2.56 

Haora 3.48 

Hugli 3.56 

Ja1paiguri 2,06 

Kochlihar 2. 51 

Ivlalda 3.25 

r!idnapur 2.96 

Hurshidabad 3.40 

Nadia 3.04 

Puruliya 2. 20 

24-Pargana 3.28 

':l .D ina,jpur 2. ?A 

.,~ 



1be quality of housing has maintained quite a uniform 

level within the urban arec:s of the districts. Table No.5. 7 

represents ~~is fact. In the following table No.5.8, the 

districts have been grouped on the basis of their housing 

quality, 

TABLE 5.8 

LEVELS OF HOUSTI~G QUALITY (UR3AN,l981) 

Levels of housing 
quality 

2.0-2. 5 

2. 5-3.0 

3.0 

Range 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Districts 

Birbhum, Jalpaiguri 

Puruliya, \'l,D inajpur 

Bankura, Darjiling, 

Kochlihar, l'-1idnapore. 

Burdwar:t, Calcutta,Haora, 

Hugli, :·;alda, r:iurshidabad, 

Nadia, 24-P argana. 

This table sho,<Js little variation in respect of 

housing quality. But, the relationship with levels of eco

nomic development is quite promiltent than the r"<..lral areas. 

The follo\·Jing table No. 5.9 sho\•ls this relationship. 



TABLE 5-9 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN L.S~ OF ECONOl1IC DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING 
QUALITY (URBAN, 1981 ) 

"" 1 /2 
"" / 

High Moderate 

High Calcutta 

}1oderate 

Low 

Haora 

Hugli,Nadia Darjiling 

24-Pargana 

Burdwan Bankura, 
Malda, fl]urs- Kochbihar, 

hidabad. Hidnapur~ 

1. Levels of economic development. 

2. Levels of housing quality. 

Low 

Jalpaiguri, 

Birbhum, Puruliya 

W ,D inajpur. 

This table states that, except Burdwan, HaJ.da, Nurshidabad, 

Bankura Kochbihar, and !'Udnapur districts, the relationship· 

is quite strong for the urban areas of remaining districts. 

T'ne relationsllip is quite unexplainable in case of Ba.nkura, 

Burdwan, 1'1alda, Jviurshidabad, Kochbihar and I1idnapar 

districts. The predicted hypothesis has been nullified in case 

of those districts. Thus, it may be concluded that, in urban 

areas the quality of housing does not depend entirely on level 

of econonic development. 
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5. 3 SUHr·1ARY: 

In view of the analysis it is observed that, 

the relationship between the level of economic deve

lopment and housing quality is not direct and signi

ficant in all the districts. It was hypothesised that, 

the housing quality will be high w~th the higher level of 

economic development. But empirical findings do not 

support the hypothesis in several districts, both in rural 

and urban areas. 
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CHAPTER - VI 

SUMMARY' AND CO N:LUSIO N 

This present study is concern to evaluate the 

housing quality of the state of West Bengal. For that 

purpose the housing quality has been analysed from the 

view point of building materials, household anenities 

and density of pers::'lns. After that effort has ben given 

to examine the overall housing quality in relation to 

levels of economic development. 

Thus, the foregoing analysis has enlightened 

some salient features of the ~sting housing condition. 

First. , the analysis reveals that the housing 

quality is poor throughout the state. For the state as a 

whole, 43% of the households reside in Kutcha houses, 30% 

of the household use unprotected source of drinking water, 

78% of the households can not avail electricity. In 

more than 40% of the households density exceeds three 

persons per room. These figures never fndicate a • 

from these figures the extent of poor housing quality has 

become distinct. 

Sec::"Jndly, each and ev0.ry aspect of housing 

qUality represents a wide rural urban disparity. In case 

( 21 



of each district, higher proportion of households are 

deprived of enjoying better housing quality in mspect 

of building materials, basic anenities and crowding 

condition. It was hypothesised, that the rural housing 

quality would be poorer than its urban counterpart. Thus, 

this hypothesis has been proved in respect of this state. 

Thirdly, alongwi th the tural - urban disparity, 

the picture of regi~:mal variation is quite prominent both 

in rural and urban areas. On the basis of the discussion 

in earlier chapters, it is observed that, the adjoining 

districts of Calcutta enjoy much better housing quality 

than the rest of the rgions. This pattern is n::>ticed 

both in rural and urban areas. 

Fourthly, frzm the analysis it is observed 

that level of economic development in West Bengal has 

partial impact in detennining its housing quality. 

Speei ally in respect of basic aneni ties ana cr::>Wding 

conditi::>n, the level of economic development has hot 

made any distinctive variation within the districts. 

Besides, it appears that the physiographic and climatic 

fac~ors also phay a role in determining the quality of 

housing, specially in' tenns of its building material apart 

from the general economic development of the region. 

But irrespective of its partial impact, in general the 

quality of housing is high in the districts \-lith 

high level of economic devc:loprnel'lt as Calcutta, Haora, 

Huoli and vice-versa. 



Fifthly, it has been n~ticed that the regional 

variation in housing qualitY is lesser in-. urban 

areas than the respective rural parts. The composite 

sc~res of housing quality of .rural and urban areas 

represents this fact distinctly'. 

Therefore, on the basis of those foregoing 

observations some concluding statements can be made. 

1. In general it may be concluded that the overall 

poor level of economic conditi~n of the households may 

be responsible mainly for the existing t)oor housing 

quality. 

2. The rural-urban dischatomy in housing quality , .. - · 

represents one of the characteristic features of our 

5=ountry. For low level of economic development, the 

rural areas remain for beyond from the respeet:Jzve urbab 

parts. The difference in housing quality indicates 

this fact more clearly. 

3. The picture of regional variation represents 

another important feature of India's developmental process. 

For the process of lop sided rlevelopment, some districts 

enjoy much better housing quality as being the neighbouring 

regions of Calcutta metropolis. 

From the analysis, partial impact of economic 

develop'nent is nbticed on the prevailing housing quality, 

12."-



Thus, possibly it may be stated that housing quality 

does not depend entirely on the selected indicat:!lrs 

of economic development. 

Therefore further study is needed to exanine 

the existing housing quality of West Bengal. 
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Appendix- I 

Results of Correlation Coefi-icient: Total 

1 2 3 4 5 

... tr$1-.>'oo( 

11X1 1.ooo .124 -.041 -.474 -.762 
...,.,. $6 

2:X2 .124 1.000 .847 -.555 -.328 
~ .. » •* 3:X3 -.041 .847 1.000 -.537 -.241 .... ... !< 

4:X4 -.474 -.555 -.537 1.000 .117 
"'" .. ,. 

5ZX5 -.76 2 -.328 -.241 .117 1.000 
~-.It +Jr-<\ 

6 OC6 -.686 -.086 -.025 -.060 .90& 

*'** 4'-1<. 

7:'}{7 .686 .086 .025 .060 -.904 
~llt - " ... lo 

81XB -.529 -.188 .072 -.168 .736 ..... ,., 
91X9 -.331 -.445 -.346 .499 .210 

¥-*'» *-'*" 10:X10 .177 .652 .627 -.339 -.382 ...... ..... 
11=X11 .601 .394 .104 -.226 -.598 

:\"-~!I> ... If 

121X12 -.190 .687 o.492 -.408 .199 

• .... 
13:X13 .300 .475 .292 -.066 -.542 

14:X14 .323 .234 .287 -.214 -.384 
.,_, •" 15:X15 .499 -.398 -.325 .367. -.648 

161X16 .036 -.300 -.170 .245 -.140 

17:X17 -.299 .056 .373 -.027 .093 

181X18 .294 -.058 -.373 -.027 -.085 

Significant at : *** 1% level of significance 

** 5% level of significance 

* 10% level of signficance 

1 derived from the correlation matrix. 
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Appendix -II 

RESULTS OF CORRELATION CO EFFI CI E Nl'l RURAL 

1 2 3 4 5 

....... -. •• 
11X1 1.000 -.028 -.15 3 -.740 -.570 

* .. "" 
.,..,. 

2:X2 -.028 1.000 .862 -.548 -.351 
~,. ... ... 

31X3 -.153 .862 1.000 -.518 -.263 
*'~~'• ...... lii"'!L .,.. .. 

4:X4 -.740 -.548 ;;...518 1.000 .516 
¥-ij. , *" 5axs -.570 -.351 -.26 3 • 516 1.000 

60{6 -.129 .116 .075 .099 .017 

71X7 .130 -.117 -.075 -.099 -· "OlB 

81XS -.032 -.017 .275 -·.150 -.022 .... ~ • • ...... 
91X9 -.506 -.439 -.293 • 541 .690 

..... ,.. 
~" 

10tX10 .274 .380 .366 -.375 -.541 

"'" 
.... ~· 11:X11 .442 .388 .115 -.391 -.556 

~...- """",. ¥., 

12:X12 -.033 .818 .651 -.462 -.027 
... ,.. 'II- tl 

13:X13 '.147 .609 .450 ~.463 -.119 
~ 

14tX14 .276 .242 .270 -.326 -.496 

15:X15 .166 -.328 -.174 -.125 .334 

" 16:Xl6 -.182 -.442 -.352 .392 .189 

17tX17 -.216 .084 .361 -.045 .029 

181X18 .227 -.131 -.398 .061 -.016 

CORRELATION CX)EFFICI ENI'S 

16 17 18 

SIGNrFICANl' AT:- *** 1% level of significance 

** 5% level of significance 

* 10% level 8f signficance 



Aprendix - III 

Results of Correl ation'~Coefficient: Urban 

1 2 3 4 5 

lJ-V.. ... .....~ .... 
1SX1 1.000 .758 .083 -.539 -.442 

~·!I '11-'l 

21X2 .758 1.000 .159 -.552 -.36 3 .. ~" ·-~ 31X3 .083 ~159 1.000 -.615 -.867 .... _.. ....... ,...,"" -"11• 
4:X4 -.539 -.552 -.615 1.000 .533 

.._ ..... *" .. """ ·--~ 5SX5 -.442 -.36 3 -.867 .533 1.000 

61X6 -. 386 -.091 .120 -.158 .213 

71rl .384 .092 -.122 .160 -.210 
..... ~ ... 

8:X8 -.483 -.S70 .233 -.117 .114 
*-t * .. 

91X9 -.011 -.046 -.S68 • 329 .511 
.... .v 

~·· 
*-4c-4f' 

,. 
jt *"' 

1o:XdO .497 .602 .604 -.505 -. 761 
.,. 'ltle 1c 't" 

1l:X11 .611 .741 .11S -.214 -.377 
, .. 

121X12 .223 .S80 -.204 -.028 .107 

131X13 .121 • 310 -.069 .218 -.113 

141X14 -.1S5 -.262 • 22 3 -.031 -.209 

~-- .... .-
1S:X1S .sse .os5 .333 -.274 ":".60S .. 

· 161X16 • 025 -.4SO .335 -.110 -.371 

'* ....... 
171X17 -.407 -. 375 -.052 .529 .026 

... .. ... 
l81X18 • 405 .369 .047 -.528 -.G)19 

"~ ~ "¥1( 

191X19 -.716 -.662 .164 -.020 .26 3 
iloltl- ll Itt 

201X20 .687 .6 39 -.194 .017 -.212 

Significant at : *** 1% level of significance 

** 5% level of si~nificance 

* 10% level of signi fie ance 



Variables 

x1 Proportion of households in kutcha houses 

x2 Percentage of households in semipucca( 1) houses 

x3 Percentage of households in semi-puce a(1I) houses 

x4 Percentage of households in semi-puce a (III) houses 

xs Percentage of ho,:sehol•:'ls in pucca h::mses 

x6 Percentage of households with electricity 

X., Percentage of households without elect rtci ty 

Xs Percentage of households having protected 

drinking \·later within premise • 
• 

Xg Percentage of households having protected 

drinking '\.·Jat~r outside premise. 

x10 Percentage of households having unprotected 

drinking water withing premise. 

x 11 Percentage of households having unprotected 

drinking water outside premise. 

x
12 

Percent ase of households having density of 

persons less than one. 

x13 Percentage of households having density of 

of persons one to two per room. 

x 14 Percent age of households haing density of 

of pers~ns boJo to three per room. 

X Percentage of households having desnity of 
15 

persons three to f:)u r per room. 

X16 Percentage of households having density more 

· tb an 4 p~rsons P"' r room. 



x17 Percentage of househQlds where two or more 

cQuples share one roQm. 

X Percentage of 
18 

households where tWQ or more 

couples share more than one room. 

x19 P e zx:: ent age of h~useholds with toilet. 

x2o Pe zx::entage of households without toilet. 
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